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“My painful experiences of degradation and humiliation… inspired me to learn martial arts I was further 
motivated by my desire to preserve and spread the spirit and wisdom of the Korean people to the world.”1
            - General Choi Hong Hi
Figure 1: General Choi Hong Hi (Image by General Choi)
1     Gen. Choi Hong Hi, Taekwon-Do: Condensed Encyclopaedia, rev. ed. (Canada: International Taekwon-Do 
Federation, 1999), 7.
ABSTRACT
 There is a need for a venue solely dedicated to the use of Taekwon-Do, as 
it is one of the most popular martial art practised in New Zealand. Most venues 
where Taekwon-Do is practiced utilise facilities such as school or public halls, or 
sometimes small warehouse spaces. However, a number of these space are not 
dedicated to Taekwon-Do, meaning equipment must be transported and set up 
each training session. Some of the larger spaces are set up as fulltime do-jangs, 
but even then, the spaces usually are only big enough to house a couple of rings. 
Practitioners around the country would benefit from a larger facility, set up and 
dedicated to their needs.
 This project aimed to create a truly unique arena for Taekwon-Do prac-
titioners to train and hold events, that stands out from all other arenas in New 
Zealand. The design creates an inspiring building for the Taekwon-Do communi-
ty, by capturing the culture, values, and history of the martial art. A building that 
represents all that Taekwon-Do stands for, while its characteristics separate it from 
all the other building types of its kind. 
 An analysis of Taekwon-Do in terms of its in-depth theories and rich his-
tory were undertaken to identify which aspects may represent Taekwon-Do in a 
physical form. This analysis provided a strategy to represent Taekwon-Do as an 
architectural form, allowing the rich meaning to drive design factors. Creating an 
arena that draws from the learnings of the martial art and may even be an inspira-
tion for its practitioners, by bringing the essence of the art into the physical form of 
a building. Resulting in something that the users can be truly proud of to call their 
own, while at the same time may intrigue others who are not familiar with Tae-
kwon-Do.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
 An estimated seventy million people practice International Tae-
kwon-Do in nearly every country, yet there is not a venue in New Zealand 
to hold large and varying events such as training, courses, camps and tour-
naments. Each event requires different facilities, equipment and resources to 
be run smoothly, and each time an immense amount of work gets put into 
finding a suitable venue, as well as the transportation and set up of all the 
equipment. With the number of events run by the organisation, this often be-
comes a taxing process to always move everything around, as well as taking 
up much time that could be spent on other organisational factors.
 Arena design in New Zealand is quite limited to the generic shape of a 
large rectangular building that often lacks character. From a glance, it is easy 
to determine the buildings use, offering no intrigue as to what the purpose 
of the building is or its layout. With arena typologies being of such a large 
scale, they should bring a more expressive and exciting nature to the design. 
“The study of the history of civilization reveals the existence of an intimate 
tie between the development of the spirit of mankind and the practice of 
sport.”2 Taekwon-Do in New Zealand requires a venue that can facilitate all 
the varying events of the art. This also creates an opportunity to incorporate 
the history and other aspects of the art together, to form an expressive arena 
design. One that is directly related to the sport to which it will be housing, by 
capturing the unique aspects of the art.
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2     Antonia Dueñas et al., Sports Facilities: New Architecture; 3, ed. Francisco Asensio Cerver (Barcelona: 
Atrium, 1992), 7.
Figure 2: Spark (Vector) Arena, Auckland (Image by Wiki-
pedia user Ingolfson)
Figure 3: Trust Arena, Auckland (Image by Watakere City 
Athletic Club)
Figure 4: Pulman Arena, Auckland (Image by B.W. Hen-
derson Electricians)
Figure 5: Pettigrew Green Arena, Napier (Image by Alex-
ander Construction) Figure 6: TSB Arena, Wellington (Image by Wellington 
NZ)
Figure 7: Horncastle Arena, Christchurch (Image by Con-
versations and Incentives New Zealand)
Spark Arena stands in the middle of concrete 
grounds surrounded by different buildings, 
detracting from the design of the building, which 
may be one of the most noteworthy arena designs 
in the country with its roof structure and use of 
multiple materials for the façade.
As maybe one of the more stimulating arena 
shapes in New Zealand with its rounded eleva-
tions, it is the only part of the design that makes it 
different from other arenas, still forming a rectan-
gular shape. The entry to the building is right in 
front of the carpark.
Pulman Arena is in the middle of a large park com-
plex, although with such a large open space the 
building still sits in the middle of the carpark. The 
form also lacks character with its large flat form 
and use of only two colours which span the length 
of the facility.
The roof structure of the Pettigrew Green Arena 
may be the most exciting part of the design with its 
wave like form offering contrast to its rectangular 
form. Although this is largely unseen as the build-
ing stands tall with a flat wall to welcome people 
as the carpark is located directly out front of the 
building.
Sitting on the waterfront the TSB Bank Arena does 
not utilize its location. The South façade which 
looks out to the bay takes no interest in its beauti-
ful surroundings, offering a square face. The entry 
on the North end is the most interesting, with the 
use of multiple materials, as well as the addition of 
the canopies covering the square.
Although Horncastle Arena varies from the usual 
rectangular form, its slightly rounded front, ex-
truded boxes do not offer a lot of character to the 
design, along with the mono-colour scheme. The 
entry space with its large canopy offers the most 
exciting feature to the design.
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1.2 PROJECT OUTLINE
 The purpose of this project is to formulate an arena design that rep-
resents International Taekwon-Do as a physical form. Focusing on the history 
and ideologies, while utilising the techniques of Taekwon-Do to drive the 
design and create something unique to the art. The project’s focus is to create 
an arena that caters to Taekwon-Do’s needs as a venue and its practitioners. 
 The project will be located in the Rural Auckland context, differentiat-
ing it from the usual surroundings of an urban environment to ensure the as-
pects of training, defined by General Choi, can be assisted by the site location. 
The location also offers proximity to the largest concentration of participants 
throughout the country, which will allow for optimal use of the venue and its 
facilities.
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1.3 STATE OF KNOWLEDGE IN THE FIELD
11
 Several Taekwon-Do pieces of literature provide an insight into the 
history and conception of the martial art. One of the primary texts, Tae-
kwon-Do: Condensed Encyclopaedia provides a vast amount of material for 
almost every aspect of Taekwon-Do. The encyclopaedia contains an in-depth 
look into the many theories practiced within the martial art. A number of 
these theories provide a scientific background into some of the techniques 
that are performed.  The encyclopaedia provides a way to further delve into 
some of the essential aspects of Taekwon-Do, allowing for an insight into 
some of the factors considered in the conception of the martial art’s tech-
niques.
 A Killing Art by Alex Gillis is also another influential piece of Tae-
kwon-Do literature; it contains a look into some of the history behind Tae-
kwon-Do. The book takes a more in-depth look into the history of General 
Choi and the environment that helped pave the way for Taekwon-Do to be 
made. It highlights aspects that influenced the inception of the martial art. 
Both texts help to identify aspects, both physical and theoretical, that could 
influence possible architectural implications.
 There are few examples of facilities dedicated to Taekwon-Do; how-
ever, there are a couple located in North and South Korea. One of which is 
the Taekwon-Do Palace, located in North Korea. The building is situated on 
a street which houses several sporting facilities, and the street was suppos-
edly constructed to co-host the 1988 Olympics with South Korea. A second 
Taekwon-Do building is located in Seoul, South Korea known as ‘Kukkiwon’. 
The Kukkiwon building looks to be influenced mainly by the traditional 
architecture of Korea. This facility became the headquarters for WTF Tae-
kwon-Do, that was until the facility was outgrown, and a larger venue was 
needed.
 The new venue would later be known as Taekwondowon or Tae-
kwon-Do Park, located in the town of Muju, South Korea. This was a much 
larger facility that contained various amenities, not just a single building. The 
complex was spread over 750 acres, which included various valleys and other 
natural features. Taekwondowon aimed to celebrate the history of Korea, 
while at the same time embodying the principles of Taekwon-Do. It was to 
become a place where people could come to learn the ‘spirit’ of Taekwon-Do. 
With the complex being large, it was split into three different areas. These 
areas each contained a theme, either body, mind or spirit, all of which contrib-
ute to the wholistic training approach adopted by Taekwon-Do practitioners. 
These three areas are connected utilising various bridges. The bridges are also 
used to represent the ranks in the martial art, from white belt up to black belt.
 The various texts and precedents help to give an insight into how 
different aspects of Taekwon-Do may be utilised to create architectural impli-
cations. They can help to give Taekwon-Do a true architectural representation, 
solely based on the martial art itself. 
1.4 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
 With the use of school halls and converted spaces as training facili-
ties, participants make these spaces their own through the setup and energy 
brought to training. However, there is a lack of character or meaning to the art 
in these buildings. Given character and functionality by the way practitioners 
use them, and by hanging posters, it would be more beneficial if a space were 
to be tailored to the needs of the practitioners while also paying homage to 
the martial art. Much like Taekwon-Do, sport, in general, provides its users 
with many benefits. “It offers positive role models. It provides a context for 
discipline, self-awareness and self-satisfaction to many… Above all, sports 
brings people together…”4 Therefore, it becomes apparent that there is a need 
to create a space that benefits Taekwon-Do. An example of how venues are 
made to work can be seen through the events held, in buildings that are not 
suited to the needs of the sport. Events require much equipment to be trans-
ported, set up, and laid out each time, in the hope that each event will run 
smoothly. With this, there are always compromises made to work with the 
venue. The aim for this project is to design a venue where there is no need for 
compromises, which is permanently set up ready for use, reducing workloads 
and has a welcoming atmosphere. 
 The objective of this project is to challenge people’s perception of the 
arena aesthetic. Forcing them to wonder what this building is used for, by 
creating a design that is intriguing and not entirely understandable at first 
glance. The aim is for the design to question peoples understanding of the 
building typology. The outcome of this project should be something that 
needs to be experienced first-hand for it to be understood truly. The project 
aims to create an atmosphere throughout the whole of the design, that can be 
appreciated from the first visuals of the building, right through to the time 
the arena is unoccupied, creating an experience for the users that leaves them 
with a lasting impression.
Figure 8: Warrior Training Zone Exterior, Ellerslie 
(Image by Master Paul McPhail)
Figure 9: Warrior Training Zone Interior, Ellerslie 
(Image by Master Paul McPhail)
The Warrior Training Zone is one of the examples of the few permanent training facilities here 
in New Zealand. Originally a car mechanics building, the venue was renovated to give practi-
tioners a place to train at any time. The building lacks character as a rectangular form, as well 
as proper ventilation making it difficult to train at times during the year when it gets particu-
larly hot or cold. 
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3     Geraint John, Kit Campbell and Sports Council, Handbook of Sports and Recreational Building Design, rev. 
ed. (Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann, 1995), 2:3.
Figure 10: Regional Tournament, Pulman Arena 
(Image by International Taekwon-Do Foundation of 
New Zealand)
Figure 12: Regional Tournament, AMI Netball Centre 
(Image by Jake Siddall)
Figure 11: Oceania Tournament, ASB Sport Centre 
(Image by Kathrine Mitchell) Figure 13: International Instructors Course, AMI Net-
ball Centre (Image by International Taekwon-Do NZ)
Figure 14: Arena Layout, World Championships, 
Ireland 2017 (Image by by ITF World Championships 
2017 Ireland)
Figure 15: Ring Layout, World Championships, 
Ireland 2017 (Image by Author)
Figure 16: Ring Layout, World Cup, Sydney 2018 
(Image by Nathan Bowden)
Figure 17: Arena Layout, World Championships, Germany 
2019 (Image by Jake Siddall)
Used for regional and national tournaments 
Pulman Arena offers no shortage of space, al-
though, can lack atmosphere in its vast interior. 
The curtain separating the spaces offers no 
sound dampening as well as lacks character.
The AMI Netball Centre is often used for re-
gional tournaments as it provides enough floor 
space. Although there is only seating available 
at the two far ends it makes it difficult to view 
anything in the middle of the venue. The large 
space also can get quite cold.
With a large building divided by the toilet 
blocks and mezzanine floor, the ASB stadium 
can be quite loud and echo between the spaces. 
As the building is quite large, the retractable 
seating offers the chance to move the set up 
close together, keeping the atmosphere in the 
room, although there are only a few stands.
As a venue for large seminars the AMI Netball 
Centre is quite good as there is plenty of room 
to spread out, although all the hard surfaces 
make it echo. It is also difficult to separate into 
groups as there is no way to divide the space. 
The roof also allows good natural lighting 
during the day.
With the warmup space dividing the food and 
arena floor, there is no chance to view events 
while getting food.
With a lack of space between the rings the 
layout becomes very chaotic with rings moving 
in and out to provide enough space. The lack 
of natural lighting allows for the lighting to be 
regulated, although can make it seem dark and 
lack atmosphere during the day. 
With enough space to set out all of the rings 
and the option to bring some seating forward, 
the venue can often lack character by every-
thing being so square.
With low seating the atmosphere in the space is 
increased as all of the energy is brought towards 
the rings. The natural lighting also provides good 
lighting during the day, helping to improve the 
atmosphere.
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 With most arenas, it is possible to have a decent understanding of the 
events which it holds. Arenas, for the most part, are functional but can often 
have the same generic layout of spaces. Resulting in similar designs, which 
can sometimes lead to a ‘boring’ building aesthetic. Often users are more 
focused on getting to their seat, or where they can find food before they focus 
solely on the event taking place. The project aims to place importance on cre-
ating an arena that is not just good for the players and supporters, but to also 
design a venue that makes the users aware of their surroundings and appre-
ciate the building and its unique features. It is vital to create a building that 
brings atmosphere throughout every room, rather than just in the main arena 
space. From the first view of the building there should be an emphasis placed 
on the experience. 
 With the idea of designing an original arena that represents, and 
is influenced from Taekwon-Do, it is also essential to think about how the 
building could raise awareness to the art, with the possibility of drawing in 
people. “The mission of the ITF [International Taekwon-Do Federation] is 
to represent, promote and work for the development of the practice of Tae-
kwon-Do…”4 Through an intriguing design, the building will aim to help 
play an active role in the promotion of the art, bringing people to question 
what it is for and wanting to know more. With the objective to “Promote and 
develop Taekwon-Do as a means of building a better society on a foundation 
of peace, freedom, and justice”,5 the teaching of the art inside the arena will 
help to ‘build a more peaceful world’. “If we think about it, this is sport’s 
main function in the lives of each of us – to change us for the better and allow 
us to develop our capabilities to the greatest possible extent.”6 This proj-
ect aims to reflect the importance of the art and develop a ‘home’ for Tae-
kwon-Do in New Zealand.
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4     “About ITF Taekwon-Do: Overview of ITF Taekwon-Do, Our Philosophy,” International Taekwon-Do 
Federation, last modified August 14, 2019, https://www.taekwondoitf.org/about-us/.
5     International Taekwon-Do Federation, “About ITF Taekwon-Do: Overview of ITF Taekwon-Do, Our 
Philosophy.”
6     Martin Wimmer, Inka Humann and Anna Martovitskaya, Stadium Buildings: Construction and Design 
Manual (Berlin: DOM Publishers, 2016), 23.
1.5 RESEARCH QUESTION
How can the history and ideologies of International Taekwon-Do influence 
the design process and character of a sporting arena?
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1.5 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
 The importance of this project focuses around creating a building that 
can represent Taekwon-Do architecturally. The focus will be about exploring 
the boundaries of arena typologies and finding ways to create a building that 
is more than merely just a place to play sport. However, this project will not 
focus on finding a solution to the general lack of difference among arena de-
sign that may be seen throughout the country.
 The focus will be on designing a space the occupants want to be a part 
of and feel they have everything they need while there. The primary purpose 
of the building is for learning, competing and showcasing Taekwon-Do as a 
martial art. The design should create a culture that is inclusive for everyone in 
the wider Taekwon-Do community, much like Taekwon-Do, “The ITF belongs 
to all its members; it must work for its members and with its members to 
provide the services they need and want.”8 This will be achieved through the 
careful consideration of the layout of each space and their connection to one 
another to ensure everyone feels they are participating in the events.
Figure 18: A place to celebrate achievements (Image 
by Jake Siddall)
Figure 19: A place to cheer each other on (Image by 
Jake Siddall)
Figure 21: A place to have fun (Image by Jake Siddall)Figure 20: A place to focus (Image by Jake Siddall)
For Practitioners: The venue needs to work for participants, to provide space to focus and work 
towards their goals. A place where they can come together and enjoy what they do.
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8     International Taekwon-Do Federation, “About ITF Taekwon-Do: Overview of ITF Taekwon-Do, Our 
Philosophy.”
Figure 25: A place to celebrate student achievements 
(Image by Jake Siddall)
Figure 24: A place to work with students (Image by 
Jake Siddall)
Figure 23: A place to enjoy as they work (Image by 
The TKD Reporters)
Figure 22: A place to work together (Image by Jake 
Siddall)
Figure 27: A place to make friends (Image by Jake 
Siddall)
Figure 26: A place for supporters and practitioners to 
come together (Image by Kathrine Mitchell)
For Umpires: As events take a lot of effort to run, the most important people may be the orga-
nizers and umpires. This venue must be able to accommodate their needs, a place for them to 
work on running events, as well as a place for them to enjoy the day together.
For Coaches: For competitors, a coach plays a large part of their day as they help them learn 
and make sure they are ready to compete. The venue should allow the coaches everything they 
need to work with their students.
For Supporters: Supporters make up a huge part of all events as they bring a great atmosphere 
to the space. The venue will need to ensure they are comfortable and have what they need to 
enjoy the day.
 As there are many different aspects to the events run, the venue will 
not be able to cater to every aspect, such as accommodation. Many training 
camps are run throughout the year and require people to stay together, how-
ever; this project will not implement accommodation as part of the design. 
Although as camps are an essential part, consideration will be taken when 
choosing the site to allow access to accommodation as well as the potential for 
accommodation to be added on site if, and when required.
 The project will not be taking into consideration the needs and aspects 
other sports may require. Although this project is specific to what is required 
for Taekwon-Do events, some research into generic arena designs may help 
inform some decision making. It will also not be about creating a business 
centre or shopping connection, which has had an increase in some arena 
designs in recent years to try and draw people to the arena. Instead, consider-
ation will be made to provide a few stall spaces for Taekwon-Do merchandis-
ers to allow people to buy equipment they may need for training or competi-
tion.
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 Being classified as an Art, Taekwon-Do is quite different from most 
sports as it contains a vast amount of rich history, background and utilises 
scientific development. The philosophical values are firmly rooted in the tra-
ditional moral culture of the Orient. Defensive and offensive tactics are based 
on principles of physics, particularly Newton’s Law.9 Coupled with the many 
theories taught it provides for a unique opportunity to create a building that 
genuinely represents Taekwon-Do as a physical form. Creating an arena that 
does not reflect the aesthetics of a general arena typology is imperative, as the 
martial art is not like all other sports; therefore, the building should reflect 
this. 
Figure 28: A place for everyone to come together (Image by Jake Siddall)
With this project it is important to make sure the venue works for everyone, to come together 
and support each other and have fun.
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9     “Our History,” International Taekwon-Do Federation, last modified August 14, 2019, https://www.
taekwondoitf.org/our-history/#our-history.
1.7 METHODS
 Expanding the research field out into a range of topics, such as theatre 
and auditorium design, may help to identify a variety of design areas not 
considered or that may require extra attention. Branching out further than the 
subjects of arena and stadium design will provide a more holistic approach 
to the project. As well as the general design literature, Taekwon-Do literature 
will also provide an understanding as to what aspects are central to the art. 
Also delving into Korean culture can help to gain a better understanding of 
where some of the customs that influenced the art came from, and what parts 
may be considered more essential. This may make it easier to identify what 
aspects are considered significant in arena design. It also highlights how 
different arena designs approach problems, such as seating, circulation and 
the staging of events. Having a good understanding of the general practices 
within the field will identify areas which can be manipulated for a unique 
outcome.
 Throughout the first phases of the design process, it will be vital to 
isolate the ideologies and aspects of Taekwon-Do that should be most preva-
lent. Creating a positive relationship between the design and martial art will 
help to make the space more personal. By identifying these areas, it will allow 
for the creation of a hierarchy of what is most critical for the design to por-
tray. This hierarchy, along with analysis of Taekwon-Do theories and tech-
niques, will create the basis of early concept designs. The focus will be about 
identifying which parts of a design best represent Taekwon-Do.
 Using quick iterations to experiment and test ideas, will help to iden-
tify aspects that portray the intended results. Bringing all the positive parts 
together will create a good basis to develop further. From here, implement-
ing the use of parallel design could be a beneficial means to move forward. 
Developing different designs simultaneously allows for the exploration of the 
positive outcomes of each design to produce more valuable solutions.
 Throughout the whole process the design should be checked against 
design criteria. This ensures the project is following the right path and meets 
the expectations. It can also identify areas that need to be addressed to ensure 
the design will reach the intended results. As the design becomes refined, 
using models will be imperative to help identify new problems and find solu-
tions.
 Occasionally, being able to develop individual parts of the design, can 
help reduce interference from other aspects. This may help simplify things in 
order to achieve the desired result when things are not working. However, 
the individual parts will need to work with the rest of the design to ensure a 
complete experience, one that does not become disjointed.
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1.8 RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH
 Throughout the research conducted for the project, various architects, 
buildings and building typologies have been examined. This helped to iden-
tify specific aspects deemed to be beneficial to portray, while also highlight-
ing qualities from which the project would aim to stay away. For example, a 
majority of arenas are often circular or oval, with similar circulation routes. 
It is often the treatment of the façade that makes them unique. The various 
research topics also helped to see what kind of material are prominent in the 
arena typology, and what qualities this creates within the design. 
 The various precedents researched throughout the project helped 
to identify key areas which would require more attention than others. For 
example, circulation spaces would be deemed more important than the layout 
of the main arena floor. Due to its simplicity, the arena floor requires only a 
large enough space for the sporting requirements. Whereas circulation has 
complexity, it needs to ensure it can uphold the large numbers of foot traffic 
efficiently and should have multiple routes to reduce congestions. This helped 
to create a hierarchy of spaces, identifying which were more essential than 
others.
 A large part of the research was also to do with Taekwon-Do, its the-
ories, history and culture. With the martial art having such a vast amount of 
content from which inspiration could be drawn, it was hard to pick a starting 
point. There were so many aspects of the sport that could become architec-
tural inspirations. Identifying what the project wanted to achieve and what 
qualities it should portray helped to narrow down the research field, allowing 
for more in-depth analysis on certain aspects. It was this analysis that bridged 
the gap allowing the martial art to be transformed into an architectural form.
20
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2.0 CONTEXT

2.1 HISTORY OF TAEKWON-DO
 To paraphrase General Choi’s translation, ’Tae’ means jumping, kick-
ing, or stamping. ‘Kwon’ is, a fist. Here the fist is also the various movements 
of a martial art, such as thrusting, punching and striking. ‘Do’ meant art or 
way.10
 Alex Gillis writes in his book A Killing Art that, “Tae Kwon Do is about 
self-defence, but if you enter the back-rooms of its history, you’ll discover a 
killing art – and an empowering art.”11 Seen through its inception and use by 
the Korean Army.
 Japan had occupied Korea before the commencement of the First 
World War. It was not until the end of World War II when Japan surrendered 
to the Allied Forces, that Korea was finally liberated. During this time, many 
efforts were undertaken to restore and reinvigorate the National Pride.12 After 
the liberation, a number of Koreans went on to create Taekwon-Do, Tang Soo 
Do, Hapkido and other martial arts in attempts to empower themselves, their 
families and their nation.
 General Choi Hong Hi was “one of the most prominent personali-
ties”13 during the time of the Second World War. While in the Korean army, 
General Choi started teaching his soldiers Karate in January of 1946. Karate 
was used as a means of not only physical training but also a form of mental 
empowerment. It was throughout this time he “became ashamed of teaching 
Japanese Karate to Korean soldiers”14 and realised his nation required a form 
of martial art to call their own. “He wanted Korea to have its own art, one that 
would be superior to anything from Japan…”15  It was at this point that the 
General began to develop new techniques based on his previous experienc-
es with martial arts. As a child General Choi had studied the Korean art Tae 
Kyon and later learned Shotokan Karate while in Japan. The combination of 
these two arts formed the basis of his knowledge which he used to create a 
new art, now known as Taekwon-Do. In 1946, he was instructed by the South 
Korean President to teach his form of self-defence to the South Korean Army. 
Moreover, in 1952, General Choi brought Nam Tae-hi to teach Tang Soo Do to 
his soldiers in the 29th Infantry Division, to empower them during the war.
Figure 29: General Choi Hong Hi in 
Army Uniform (Image posted by Justin 
Matthews)
Figure 30: Choi Hong Hi in Karate Gi (Image 
published by Stuart Anslow)
Figure 31: General Choi shakes hands with the 
South Korean President, after demonstration of 
Taekwon-Do, 1954 (Image courtesy of General 
Choi)
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10     Alex Gillis, A Killing Art: The Untold History of Tae 
Kwon Do, rev. ed. (Toronto: EWC Press, 2016), 55.
11     Gillis, A Killing Art, 11.
12     International Taekwon-Do Federation, “Our History.” 
13     Paul McPhail and Mark Banicevich, International Taekwon-Do Techniques Handbook: Coloured Belt Tech-
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 In 1965 General Choi declared Taekwon-Do as the national martial art 
of Korea which became the basis for the International Taekwon-Do Federation 
formation which occurred on the 22nd of March 1966 with nine association 
countries. Today, International Taekwon-Do continues to practice the original 
Chang Hon style, with many of the technical aspects being “scientifically de-
veloped, systemised, and named by Gen. Choi Hong Hi. On a philosophical 
level, Taekwon-Do is derived from traditional, ethical, and moral principles 
and from the personal philosophy of General Choi.”19
 With the 11th of April 1955 being the day Taekwon-Do was given 
its name “1955 signalled the beginning of Taekwon-Do as a formally recog-
nized martial art in Korea.”16, under which all of the martial arts schools were 
to unite. Choi moved quickly to spread his martial art and “In 1959, Tae-
kwon-Do spread beyond its national boundaries.”17 However, it was not until 
between 1962 and 1964 that the full foundations had been developed into 
what Taekwon-Do has become today. “He built Tae Kwon Do’s foundations 
from 1962 to 1964 and he created most of the martial arts patterns – his second 
major innovation.”18
 International Taekwon-Do was first established in New Zealand by Mr 
Norman Ng in 1970, opening the first club in Palmerston North. Since then 
Taekwon-Do in New Zealand has grown, with the organisation now having 
approximately 100 schools and being recognized as the largest practised mar-
tial art throughout the country.
Figure 32: Newspaper article of the 1955 meeting in the kisaeng house 
when Taekwon-Do was given its name (Image by General Choi)
Figure 33: Mr Norman Ng 
(Image by Master Paul 
McPhail)
Figure 34: Choi visiting instructors in New Zealand, 
1976 (Image published by Master Paul McPhail)
Figure 35: Choi visiting instructors in New Zealand, 
1976 (Image published by Master Paul McPhail)
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2.2 HISTORY OF HWA-RANG
 Hwa-Rang has some significance in Taekwon-Do, as it was the first 
pattern developed by General Choi. However, it is not the first pattern that 
students learn, but instead, the eighth as it is learned once the rank of red belt 
is attained. The 29 movements throughout the Taekwon-Do pattern is a ref-
erence to 29 Infantry which General Choi commanded, it was throughout his 
command of the Infantry Division that Taekwon-Do would eventuate. Hwa-
Rang refers to a youth group of warriors from the Silla Dynasty in the early 
7th century; this group often is referred to as a Korean version of the Japanese 
Samurai.20
 The group of Hwa-Rang warriors formed due to the King of the Silla 
Dynasty being “concerned about the strengthening of the country”,21 as Silla 
was the smallest of the three main dynasties. Young men who portrayed an 
excellent moral character and came from good families were chosen to form 
the first Hwa-Rang. The Hwa-Rang were not merely just an army of warriors; 
they lived by rules and virtues. The main of which became known as the 
‘Code of the Hwa-Rang’22:
- Loyalty to one’s King
- Love and respect your parents and teachers
- Trust among friends
- Never retreat in battle
- Never take a life without a just cause
Figure 36: Painting of the Hwa-Rang Warriors in battle (Image published by Stuart 
Anslow)
Figure 37: Painting of the Hwa-Rang Warriors in training (Image published by Stuart 
Anslow)
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21     Stuart Anslow, From Creation to Unification, 97.
22     Stuart Anslow, From Creation to Unification, 98.
 With Silla beginning to grow its territories within its kingdom, hostil-
ity led Hwa-Rang to further their military skills with aspects such as swords-
manship, horsemanship and military strategy. 
 The Hwa-Rang were a significant influence on General Choi when 
he was in the army, as he wanted to model his 29th Infantry after a group of 
warriors. Employing similar virtues in an attempt to make his unit “the most 
righteous and desirable in the army”.23 General Choi trained his infantry in 
Karate, which would eventually become the early form of the Taekwon-Do in 
which we know today. This combat training would take place during the day, 
however; at night, the infantry was taught about literacy and morals, which 
is not too dissimilar from the teachings of the Hwa-Rang warriors. It seems 
General Choi was making an effort to mould his infantry similarly to that of 
the Hwa-Rang, as he was passionate about creating a “military fighting force 
known for their courage and skills, but with the morals and aims of well be-
ing and unity of the country he loved.”24
Figure 38: Monument on Jeju Island to 
commemorate the formation of the 29th 
Infantry Division (Image by Internation-
al Taekwon-Do Federation)
Figure 39: The 29th Infantry 
Division patch, with General 
Choi’s fist (Image courtesy of 
Master Doug Nowling)
Figure 40: Inscription on the side of Jeju Island 
monument (Image published by Stuart Anslow)
Figure 41: Inscription on the base of Jeju Island 
monument (Image published by Stuart Anslow)
Top: 29th Infantry Division Founding 
Location
Infantry Division Captain - Major General 
Choi Hong Hi
Bottom: Korean Year 4287 (1954)
Ch’ang Hon Choi Hong Hi
Left: Cultivating Physical Strength
Middle: Strengthening Fighting Spirit
Right: Absolutely Devoted to Training and 
Cultivation
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2.3 TAEKWON-DO IDEOLOGIES
Figure 43: Composition of Taekwon-Do (Soonhwan 
Do) (Image by General Choi)
Figure 44 : Representation of Sinewave (Image by 
Master Paul McPhail)
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 There are several aspects to the teaching of Taekwon-Do, one to be 
considered the most significant is the philosophy behind the martial art. This 
philosophy contains several elements to it, that when brought together, create 
the basis of Taekwon-Do as we know it today.
 A large part of the martial art pertains to one’s spiritual self, how one 
conducts themselves as a person, along with the virtues they strive to up-
hold. A student of Taekwon-Do should attempt to remain modest and hon-
est through their journey of life. General Choi refers to this as upholding an 
‘indomitable spirit’, always working towards bettering one’s self, often taught 
through the tenets.
 Along with the spiritual background, Taekwon-Do has also taken 
teachings from science. General Choi “was obsessed with developing a mar-
tial art based on scientific principles for the human body”25. This was predom-
inantly realised through General Choi’s ‘Theory of Power’, which implement-
ed Newtonian physics into the techniques of Taekwon-Do. This described 
how one could manipulate the body into generating maximum power. Es-
sentially creating a scientific use of the body in the method of self-defence, 
the ultimate purpose of Taekwon-Do. To assist in student’s development and 
learning of all the aspects, General Choi developed the Composition of Tae-
kwon-Do to understand how each aspect of training develops the next, while 
all parts are interconnected.
 This use of scientific principles may also be seen in General Choi’s 
development of sinewave, by relaxing the body throughout the movement, 
increasing speed, and tensing at the moment of impact to produce maximum 
power. 
25     Gillis, A Killing Art, 2.
Figure 42: Tenets of Taekwon-Do, 
General Choi’s Calligraphy (Image 
by General Choi)
Courtesy (Ye Ui)
Integrity (Yom Chi)
Perseverance (In Nae)
Self Control (Guk Gi)
Indomitable Spirit (Beakjul Boolgool)
Figure 45: Moral Culture (Jungshin Sooyang) (Image by General Choi)
Figure 46: Whole life is de-
voted to Taekwon-Do (Image 
by General Choi)
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 One of the main elements of Taekwon-Do’s philosophy has to do with 
one’s mental training and ethics: this is essentially referred to as ‘moral cul-
ture’ within the Taekwon-Do community. Moral culture teaches students to 
strive to always stand up for what is right, to build people with character who 
will contribute to building a better society. “Moral culture is difficult to define 
but put simply, it is a philosophy based on ethical, moral and spiritual princi-
ples of humanity.”26
 All of these elements, along with many more, need to be brought to-
gether to create a wholistic practitioner of Taekwon-Do. The martial art is not 
about one aspect, but bringing many elements together to develop further, 
not only in Taekwon-Do but as a person as well. “Taekwon-Do is an art of 
self-defence training which focuses on the development of the whole body, it 
incorporates physical, mental and spiritual development.”27
26     Louise Chan, “Moral Culture,” International Taekwon-Do: Essay Library, (2011): accessed June 26, 
2018. http://members.itkd.co.nz/reference/essays/11-moral_culture.php.
27     Krishna Readdy, “The History and Development of Taekwon-Do,” International Taekwon-Do: Essay 
Library, accessed June 24, 2018. http://members.itkd.co.nz/reference/essays/6-history-and-development.
php.
2.4 PROGRAMME
 The arena will be comprised of several different spaces, each designed 
to cater to different needs of the events. These spaces will each have their 
programme and sub-spaces to allow them to run independently of each other, 
while still maintaining a direct connection and work simultaneously.
 Upon arrival to the arena, a foyer space will greet the users and con-
nect to a space designated for training and warm-up. This space will become 
the most frequently used as it will be a full-time training venue, in class or for 
personal training, for the development of all students in each aspect of the art. 
By incorporating a fully functional do-jang, it will give the building a purpose 
outside of larger events. The do-jang will be provided through several spaces, 
such as a primary training area and a subsequent training area for the young-
er students. In conjunction with training sessions, this space will also be used 
for smaller events such as seminars and training camps. While the connection 
to the main arena will allow it to be used as the warmup area for tourna-
ments.
Figure 49: Mini Kids training, age 5-9 (Image by 
Rachel Bates)
Figure 48: Kubz training, age 3-6 (Image by Rachel 
Bates)
Figure 51: Training for Adults (Image by Rachel 
Bates)
Figure 50: Training for Teenagers (Image by Rachel 
Bates)
Kubz classes for 3-6 year olds, and Mini Kids classes for 5-9 year olds often involve a bit more 
running around and loud noise, therefore a subsequent space to separate them from the adult 
classes would be useful.
The teen and adult classes are usually larger classes as well as require more space to move 
around for the exercises. These classes often involve more pad work and partner exercises 
therefore requiring more equipment and storage.
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 The main training area should be set up with a matted floor large 
enough to accommodate two full-sized rings, 10mx10m, while the space for 
younger students can be reduced in size. In addition to these spaces, an op-
tion to add another area for Power Breaking and Special Techniques will also 
be considered as these aspects of training can often be louder and distracting 
while the main class is going on. The addition of a seated area for people to 
watch and support the sessions will be a crucial aspect to include. The view-
ing area will need to provide comfort to the users as training sessions can 
often take several hours. Changing and bathroom facilities will also be acces-
sible to allow students to wash up after training.
 The user will then move through to the main arena. This space will 
need to be large enough to hold any of the bigger events, such as interna-
tional seminars, courses and tournaments. The arena floor should be capable 
of holding up to eight rings as well as a subsequent warm up area for com-
petitors. Enough space between each ring will be required for umpires and 
competitors to move around without interfering with the rings. The arena 
floor will also require a barrier between the circulation and competition floor 
to ensure the area is kept clear.
 As well as power and special techniques tournament events also in-
clude patterns, sparring, pre-arranged sparring and team events.
Figure 52 (Above): Power Breaking (Im-
age by Kris Herbison)
Figure 53: Power Breaking (Image by Jake 
Siddall)
Figure 54: Special Techniques 
(Image by Jake Siddall)
Figure 55: Special Techniques 
(Image by Jake Siddall)
Figure 56: Patterns (Image by Jake 
Siddall)
Figure 57: Patterns (Image by Jake 
Siddall)
Figure 58: Free Sparring (Image by 
Jake Siddall)
Figure 59: Free Sparring (Image by Jake 
Siddall)
Power Breaking and Special Techniques use machines and boards that are struck and broken 
which make a lot of noise. A separate space will reduce noise for the main room.
Two competitors perform two designated patterns for the umpires 
and are judged on technique, rhythm and power.
Involves two competitors aiming to score points on each other be 
executing correct technique for the judges to see and score.
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 The arena will need to make use of both permanent and retractable 
seating stands. “The lack of filling capacity is said to have negative psy-
chological aspects, such as: in a filled ‘stadium’ better performances can be 
expected than in a half-empty one.”28 The need to provide retractable seating 
helps to regulate capacity allowing small and large tournaments in the one 
space while holding onto the atmosphere. This will ultimately help to achieve 
the same atmosphere for events, whether they be large or small, providing a 
better environment for competitors. The seating should be able to accommo-
date up to 1500 participants in total. There should also be space for people to 
stand and spectate, providing a closer connection to the action taking place 
on the floor. “In some sports, spectators prefer to stand. Many sports fans are 
convinced that standing together in the terraces is essential to the spirit of 
watching the game.”29
Figure 60 (Above): Pre-arranged Sparring (Image by 
Kathrine Mitchell)
Figure 61: Pre-arranged Sparring (Image by Kathrine 
Mitchell)
Figure 62 (Above): Team Events (Image by Jake 
Siddall)
Figure 63: Team Events (Image by Jake Siddall)
When teams of two perform a pre-arranged se-
quence of attacking and defending technique, 
judged on technique, rhythm and entertain-
ment.
Patterns, Sparring, Power Breaking and Special 
Techniques are also done in teams, competing 
together.
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 As well as the usual bathrooms and changing rooms, there will also be 
the need for extra facilities. These extra facilities will include a first aid room 
as well as a pool and spa to allow students to relax at the end of training or 
competition. Offices and conference spaces will be included for the basic day 
to day administration and meetings. These rooms will double as VIP and 
umpire rooms, large enough to hold around 80 people between them and 
provide comfort during breaks. A café will be included to provide food and 
beverages throughout the day, with a visual connection to the arena. Lastly, 
the addition of a restaurant and bar will allow people to grab a drink and 
catch up at the end of the day without having to travel offsite, as well as pro-
vide a venue for dinners. Having some of these extra amenities may also help 
with congestion during larger events by enticing people to stay longer with 
restaurants and other social facilities to avoid all leaving at once. 30
Figure 65: VIP’s and Umpires at the World Championships, Germany 2019 (Image by Jake Siddall)
Figure 67: Jury Table (front of ring) (Image by Jake 
Siddall)
Figure 66: Umpire Judging 
Sparring (Image by Kathrine 
Mitchell)
VIP’s (Grandmasters and Masters) and umpires require their own spaces for lunch and small 
breaks throughout the day. They also require a place to watch the event, separate from the 
main stands.
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2.5 HOPES AND ASPIRATIONS
 The hope for this project is to create a place that represents Tae-
kwon-Do physically, and practitioners feel it belongs to them. A place where 
the rich history and theories of the art are taught. The project will aspire to 
convey everything that Taekwon-Do encompasses, not just physically but also 
spiritually. It will strive to be a place where practitioners can spend their time 
focusing on furthering their skills, a place that provides a stronger connec-
tion to the martial art. The atmosphere should help practitioners shut out the 
outside world and spend time focusing on their art. A place that does not feel 
like just another school hall or warehouse. 
 The journey of travelling to and from the venue will also become part 
of the whole experience. This journey to the arena will aspire to build up the 
energy of the day training or competing, allowing all of the users to prepare 
themselves on the way there properly. It should also offer a calming feeling 
on the way out, allowing people to remember the day and relax as they head 
home.
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2.6 CLIMATE AND ATMOSPHERE
 The design aims to create a space that has a welcoming and energet-
ic atmosphere. One that complements and enhances the environment that 
comes with these events and having a large number of practitioners in one 
place. “Atmosphere and emotion are important… everything revolves around 
how to concentrate energy.”31 The larger events will often draw a social atmo-
sphere, where everyone enjoys competing and watching, as everyone gets to 
catch up with friends. Throughout the day, a more competitive atmosphere 
develops with everyone doing their best to win their divisions and getting 
behind each other, encouraging and cheering on their friends and club mem-
bers. Making new friends at Taekwon-Do events is a large part, as everyone 
has the same values which is represented throughout the sport. These events 
help to bring large groups together to build on these friendships. The arena 
should be designed so that smaller tournaments and events can still provide 
this atmosphere, achieved through the design of seating layouts and the 
connection they have with the main arena, “…these event spaces form mi-
cro-communities which through their rituals of interaction are both separated 
from life beyond the arena and moulded by their particular social order…”32 
The climate within the arena and training spaces needs to be comfortable for 
both participants and spectators, while each of these spaces will create a dif-
ferent atmosphere as they both have their own dynamics. “Above all, sports 
brings people together whether in personal competition or in team play.”33
Figure 69: Supporters in the stands (Image by Kath-
rine Mitchell)
Figure 68: Supporters in the stands (Image by The 
TKD Reporters)
Figure 70: Competitors at the opening ceremony 
(Image by TKD Action Team)
Figure 71: Competitors at the opening ceremony 
(Image by TKD Action Team)
Figure 72: Supporters celebrating achievements (Im-
age by Kathrine Mitchell)
Figure 73: Supporters celebrating achievements (Im-
age by Jake Siddall)
Taekwon-Do events are not only about coming together to learn and compete, but also about 
getting together with friends and encouraging each other.
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2.7 SITE SELECTION
 It is often seen that the arena building typology is surrounded by a sea 
of carparks, concrete and building infrastructure. “A major trend of the 1960s 
and 1970s was the building of large stadia on out-of-town locations…”34 It 
will be imperative for this project to aim to stand apart from the generic arena 
design, by deciding on a natural site that will allow the building to stand in 
the middle of a landscaped area.
 At the beginning of this project, it became quite clear that the influ-
ences for the design will be drawn from the histories and techniques of the 
art. Therefore, the site is to be selected independently to the design process 
to ensure that it will not interfere with the outcome of the design. “The shape 
of a stadium is determined by its purpose.”35 To make sure this happens, the 
decision on a site will not occur until further into the process once a general 
understanding of what the design will become has been made.
 When deciding on a site, some aspects may be considered to help 
identify a suitable one. In Taekwon-Do’s history there is reference to signif-
icant sites such as lakes, mountains and latitudes. Consideration should be 
taken to look at potential sites that may reflect these attributes. Choosing a 
natural landscape will be quite valuable during the site selection, as General 
Choi often refers aspects of training back to the natural landscape and how 
one should train. “During training the student should constantly develop 
mental and physical discipline, and the following should be considered an in-
tegral part of this training.”36 Travel, Mountain Climbing, Cold Showers and 
Baths, Public Service, and Etiquette. These aspects of training help the student 
to learn about morality and better themselves and their training. Creating a 
strong connection between the venue and a natural landscape will allow stu-
dents the opportunity to develop these key aspects of training. “Taekwon-Do 
is… a defensive art and a people’s martial art, which endows people with 
spirit and encourages a healthy body and sound mind.”37
36
34     John, Sheard and Vickery, Stadia, 38.
35     Anja Llorella, Stadium Design (Cologne; London; New York: Daab, 2006), 4.
36     Hi, Taekwon-Do, 34.
37     Gillis, A Killing Art, 147.
Figure 74: Example of Cold Showers and Baths 
(Image by General Choi)
Figure 75: Example of Public Service (Image by General 
Choi)
Figure 76: Example of Mountain Climbing (Image by General 
Choi)
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3.0 RESEARCH

3.1 LITERATURE REVIEW
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 In today’s society, stadia have moved towards having a role of defin-
ing the towns and cities in which they reside. In the book Stadiums: Market-
places of the Future, Albert Wimmer often identifies the role stadia can have, 
they “can create vibrant images for their host towns”38 They become a beacon 
of identity for cities and communities, as they are often “among the largest 
solitary structures”39. Stadium typologies are mostly designed in a way so 
that they stand out, whether this is through the use of materials, the form and 
structure used in the designs. One could even go as far as to say that stadiums 
are place markers, similar to buildings such as the Parthenon in Athens. This 
idea of stadiums “becoming defining images of a place”40 could even go a step 
further. The atmosphere and events held at stadiums could even contribute to 
the morale of a community, through the way communities often rally behind 
their local or national sports teams. This could be further increased with a 
positive stadium design that could “regenerate communities with new facil-
ities”41. These ideas of stadiums becoming defining images for communities 
and beacons of identity are relevant to the project as these are qualities that 
should be implemented, not to define a place, but rather give Taekwon-Do a 
place of identity within New Zealand.
 With this idea of a stadiums image contributing to the community, 
and becoming an icon, it leads to the possibility of creating a multi-function-
al facility. Whether this is in the form of tourism, commercial retail or even 
residential facilities. Martin Wimmer states in the book Stadium Buildings: 
Construction and Design Manual, that “The cornerstone of all modern sports 
architecture is probably multi-functionality… New structures designed for 
a single type of sport are increasingly rare today.”42 In terms of multi-func-
tionality, it is understood why this may be a valuable feature for a majority of 
typical stadiums. However, in terms of this project, it does not make sense to 
incorporate these other facilities, as they will not contribute to Taekwon-Do 
in any way. Creating a multi-functional stadium allows for the stadium to 
be used more often, not just for sporting events. Martin Wimmer goes on to 
describe this as a “sports centres ability to combine at least a limited number 
of sports makes it more possible to make more rational use of urban space.”43 
This is understandable in terms of an urban setting, as something the size 
of a stadium needs to ‘be worth it’, and a majority of the time its success is 
measured in monetary gains. Albert Wimmer, in Stadiums, describes this as a 
threat to the stadia typology when he states “Recently, stadiums have faced a 
great danger. It is called multifunctionality, multi-use, and framework issues. 
These are meant to make the stadium a permanently running business: shop-
ping, wellness, living, events… around the clock.”44 Although multi-function-
ality for the most part is a positive attribute for stadiums to have, this quality 
should benefit the main function of the stadium itself.
38     Wimmer and Rothauer, Stadiums,  34.
39     Wimmer and Rothauer, Stadiums, 134.
40     Wimmer and Rothauer, Stadiums, 35.
41     Peter Culley and John Pascoe, Stadium Engineering (London, England: Thomas Telford, 2005), XII.
42     Wimmer, Humann and Martovitskaya, Stadium Buildings, 8.
43     Wimmer, Humann and Martovitskaya, Stadium Buildings, 8.
44     Wimmer and Rothauer, Stadiums, 140.
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 Another compelling argument that arises within the research field of 
stadiums is whether it is the player or the supporter who is a more important 
factor when it comes to designing. Geraint John believes it is the spectator 
who should be the primary focus, in Stadia: The Populous Design and Devel-
opment Guide he states “the first question to be asked who is the spectators? 
What are they looking for in the facility? … after the spectator, the next most 
crucial person in the stadium is the player…”.45 However, Geraint goes on to 
contradict himself by stipulating …the starting point of design is the central 
playing field… Its shape, dimensions and orientation must enable it to fulfil 
all the functions required… next comes the seating capacity…”.46 With the 
central playing field or area being the main focus and reason for a stadium in 
the first place, I believe it is the player who should be the main factor. This is 
especially true for this project as there will be a large number of participants 
using and circulating not only the main floor but the facility as a whole. Com-
pared to the spectators who will only occupy parts of the stadium.
45     John, Sheard and Vickery, Stadia, 15.
46     John, Sheard and Vickery, Stadia, 27.
3.2 TAEKWON-DO FACILITIES 3.2.1 Taekwon-Do Palace
Location: Pyongyang, North Korea
Architect: Unknown
Date: 1992
 Upon first look of the building, it has what could be described as a 
‘brutalist’ nature, being constructed of predominantly heavy materials such 
as concrete. There is very limited use of glass or translucent materials. A nar-
row sliver of high-level windows breaks up the large massing of the concrete 
façade, assuming to let some natural light into the dark interior. It appears to 
have been predominantly inspired by traditional architecture in terms of its 
overall form, with its curved Korean style hipped roof.
 Due to the geographical location of the three Taekwon-Do facilities, 
North and South Korea, the information on the structure and layouts of the 
buildings is sporadic and limited making it difficult to gain a good grasp in 
terms of design. The images of the building are also very limited, often only 
showing a single angle of the building.
 
 Regardless, it is still imperative I get as much as I can from these 
buildings as they are the only buildings of their kind and hold strong mean-
ing. They also relate back to Korean history in some respect.
Figure 77: Statue at the entrance of the Taekwon-Do Palace (Image by KTG North Korea 
Travel)
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 The Taekwon-Do Palace was built on 
Chongchun Street, a street which housed various 
sporting buildings, originally constructed in the 
hopes to co-host the 1988 Olympics with South 
Korea, however, due to political reasons, there were 
not any Olympic events held in Pyongyang. The 
various facilities along Chongchun street are said to 
have undergone renovations and opened as a sports 
village with 10 different gymnasiums in 2014, now 
being able to hold international games. It would be 
fascinating to know how much these facilities get 
used in a country such as North Korea, or whether 
they suffer from the same fate as several other facili-
ties constructed to hold Olympic Games. 
Figure 79: Taekwon-Do Palace, Pyongyang, North Korea (Image by Taekwondo Hall of Fame)
Figure 78: Students lined up at the entry of the Taekwon-Do Palace (Image by 
TaeKwonDo Times)
Figure 81: Demonstration at the Taekwon-Do Palace (Image by You-
Tube user derreisebericht)
Figure 80: Students practicing inside the Taekwon-Do 
Palace (Image by Thoughts Along The Endless Trail)
The small aspect of the interior seen in images shows a rather dark and unwelcoming space. The interior seems 
to follow the exterior with hard surfaces surrounding the building.
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3.2.2 Kukkiwon  The Kukkiwon, also known as the World Taekwon-Do Headquar-ters, consists of a main stadium, a museum, board room, classrooms, as well 
as a restaurant. Kukkiwon eventually become the official training institute 
for Taekwon-Do, designated by the South Korean government. The form of 
Taekwon-Do practiced here is known as WTF (World Taekwon-Do Federa-
tion), which is different to the ITF form predominantly practiced here in New 
Zealand.
 A majority of the facilities at Kukkiwon are housed in the main stadi-
um. The form consists of a simple rectangular building, which stands three 
storeys high rising to a curved tile roof, inspired by the traditional architec-
ture of Korea. The façade is broken up into segments with large panels of 
glazing, creating several predominant vertical axes for structural support. 
This can also be linked back to traditional Korean architecture, as it provides 
similarities to the covered veranda areas that would often run around the 
exterior of buildings. Structural posts supporting the roof structure create 
similar vertical axes within the traditional architecture, however, Kukkiwon is 
enclosed with glazing but the same effect is created.
Figure 82: Kukkiwon, Seoul, South Korea (Image added by user Turejim88)
Figure 85: Entry gate to the Kukkiwon (Image 
by Korea Tourism Organization)
Figure 84: Interior of the Kukkiwon (Image by 
Korea Tourism Organization)
Figure 83: Sketch of the Kukkiwon building (Image by Moodukkwon) Figure 86: The Kukkiwon Museum (Image 
added by user Turejim88)
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Location: Seoul, South Korea
Architect: Unknown
Date: 1972
 Overall the stadium can accommodate 3000 people, with seating 
circulating the main floor. The facilities in the main stadium are also located 
around the exterior of the main floor, similar to the standard arena layout. 
This is the kind of generic layout that this project wants to move away from. 
Also, the main floor is only able to hold three full-sized rings, which in to-
day’s standard is probably not enough to hold larger events. For instance, at 
the ITF World Championship tournaments, there are generally at least eight 
rings needed, which are predominantly always in use across the five days of 
the competition. This was obviously realised as construction began on a larger 
Taekwon-Do facility in 2007, which would be called Taekwondowon.
Figure 87: The main stadium at the Kukkiwon (Image added by user Turejim88)
Figure 88: Kukkiwon Site Plan 
(Image added by user Turejim88)
Figure 89: Kukkiwon Building Plan 
(Image added by user Turejim88)
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3.2.3 Taekwondowon  Taekwondowon or ‘Taekwondo Park’ is the largest facility in the world dedicated to the sport of Taekwon-Do. Similar to the Kukkiwon, WTF 
Taekwon-Do is practiced at the facility. It has become a cultural hub that 
teaches people about the spirit of Taekwon-Do, where people aim to master 
the craft of the martial art. The whole precinct is spread out over 570 acres 
of ascending topography, consisting of various terraces and valleys, some of 
which water flows down to the bottom of the landscape.
 The original master plan for the facilities in Muju was designed by the 
firm Weiss/Manfredi. It was this master plan that was then used as the basis 
for a design competition and described an outline of both building and land-
scape to ensure that the spirit and essence of Taekwon-Do were embodied 
through design. It was SAMOO Architects and Engineers that became respon-
sible for the design of the complex which opened in 2014.
Figure 90: Taekwondowon T1 Arena, Muju, South Korea (Image Author Unknown)
Figure 91: Taekwondowon, T1 Arena Grounds (Image added by user Turejim88)
Figure 92: T1 Arena Interior (Image by Taekwondowon)
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Location: Muju, South Korea
Master Plan: Weiss/Manfredi
Architect: SAMOO Architects and Engineers
Date: Opened 2014
 The overall master plan from Weiss/Manfredi aimed to celebrate the 
history of Korea, while at the same time embodying the principles of Tae-
kwon-Do. Inspiration for the master plan focused on the holistic approach 
that many practitioners use towards the sport. For many, it is not merely just 
a martial art, Taekwon-Do is a means that ‘prepares the body, inspires the 
mind, and completes the spirit’.47 With this in mind, the plan was split into 
three different segments. Each of the segments representing either the body, 
mind or spirit.
 The zone representing the body is located throughout the lowest ele-
vation of the site. This is where the main entrance for the complex is located 
with an arrival plaza. The body zone is also where the main arena is locat-
ed. The design for the arena from SAMOO Architects is also split into three 
segments to represent the Korean symbol of ‘Sam-Taegeuk’ or the ‘three-way 
grand ultimate symbol’ represents heaven (blue), earth (red), and humanity 
(yellow). Ascending the natural landscape, you make your way into the zone 
which is representative of the mind. This area is dedicated to the betterment 
of the sport and houses various research and training facilities. There is also 
a large area used as outdoor training grounds. The final zone representing 
the spirit occupies the highest point of the precinct, housing a healing centre, 
memorial park as well as an observation tower that looks back down over the 
facilities and landscapes.
 The various zones are connected utilising an ascending pathway, 
along with a number of bridges which allow the natural flow of the land to 
stay intact. These bridges are also used to represent the journey from white 
belt through to black belt. Moving from employing not only physical strength 
but empowering the mind and gaining an increased spiritual understanding 
of one’s self.
 It is interesting to see how this design has integrated some key fac-
tors from Taekwon-Do into the complex. Splitting the complex into various 
zones, it would have helped group buildings based on their function. Various 
buildings are grouped together because of their relation to the specific zone, 
whether that be mind, body or spirit. The order in which these zones were 
placed throughout the site also helped to give the project more meaning and 
connection to Taekwon-Do. The way these zones and their various buildings 
were then integrated into the ascending topography, to complement each oth-
er and add to the sense of journey created throughout the complex. There was 
an importance to keeping as much natural landscape as possible, blurring the 
connection between building and topography, with the result of a wholesome 
design encompassing the essence of Taekwon-Do.
Figure 93: Taekwondowon Site Plan (Image by Taekwondowon)
Figure 94: Doyakgwan, Accom-
modation (Image by Taekwon-
dowon)
Figure 97: T1 Theater (Image by 
Taekwondowon)
Figure 96: Pyeongwan Hall 
(Image by Taekwondowon)
Figure 95: Practice Room, 
Doyak Center (Image by Tae-
kwondowon)
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47     “Taekwondo Park World Headquarters / Weiss Manfredi,” Arch Daily, accessed June 7, 2009, https://
www.archdaily.com/23957/taekwondo-park-world-headquarters-weiss-manfredi?fbclid=IwAR2h03KUT-
w1FkB6s0rqAGhm9m3IG2GVUTQz9HWDC8RHst9e2Ccv5dP9MpKw.
3.3 UFA CINEMA CENTER
Figure 99: UFA Cinema Center ‘Crystal’ (Image by 
Duccio Malagamba)
Figure 98: UFA Cinema Center ‘Crystal’ (Image by 
Duccio Malagamba)
Figure 100: UFA Cinema Center ‘Skybar’ 
(Image by Duccio Malagamba)
Figure 101: Ground Floor Plan (Image by Coop Himmerlb(l)au) Figure 102: Second Floor Plan (Image by Coop Himmerlb(l)au)
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 The UFA Cinema, designed by architecture firm Coop Himmelb(l)au, 
is a unique building which almost reads like two separate entities. The cin-
ema itself consists of a large tilted concrete block, with the crystal-like entry 
foyer being encased in glass. It is not only the difference in materials that 
results in the building being read in two parts, but the overall form of each 
segment also plays a part in this. The concrete block of the cinemas consists of 
a simpler shape, with tilted walls creating sharp edges. The glass foyer, on the 
other hand, has a number of varying faces on different angles, all in different 
directions similar to that of a crystal. There is only one angle where the two 
parts seem to read as a single building, which is the western elevation. This 
distinction between the two parts results in the building looking completely 
different from every angle it is seen. 
 This is a similar quality that could be reproduced within the project, 
although maybe not to such an extreme extent. Instead of the building look-
ing different from every angle, it could provide occupants with a different 
understanding of the arena at different points. As the project should still read 
as a whole.
Location: Dresden, Germany
Architect: Coop Himmerlb(l)au
Date: Completed 1998
Figure 105: UFA Cinema Center, Dresden, Germany 
(Image by Duccio Malagamba)
Figure 103: Section B-B (Image by Coop Himmerlb(l)au) Figure 104: Section A-A (Image by Coop Himmerlb(l)au)
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 Ultimately there are two different parts to the UFA Cinema, one being 
the housing of the actual cinema rooms, the other being the circulation. The 
latter resides in the crystal part of the building, where a series of inter-con-
necting stairways and landings create a chaotic foyer space. Since this part of 
the building is encased in glass, the lines of the circulation elements are seen 
from the exterior. When large numbers of people traverse the stairways, it 
gives the lines movement. The circulation is not merely a means of moving 
throughout the building; rather it is how the building is experienced. Once 
occupants get to the cinemas, their interaction with the building seizes. This is 
very similar to arenas as the priority is to get to the seat. It would be curious 
to see how circulation in my design can be manipulated to create an ‘experi-
ence’, like the qualities achieved in the UFA Cinema.
 So often cinema buildings are rectangular boxes, as this is what the 
function requires. However, in the UFA Cinema, sharply tilted walls coupled 
with parts of the façade being cantilevered, helps to create variation and a 
unique form. This quality of the cinema shows that although the function of 
a space may require a plan to be rectangular, the form does not necessarily 
have to be rectangular. 
3.4 VITRA FIRE STATION
Figure 106: Vitra Fire Station, Weil am Rhien, Germany (Image by archello)
Figure 107: Vitra Fire Station Plans (Image published by Simon Unwin)
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Location: Weil am Rhein, Germany
Architect: Zaha Hadid
Date: 1990-1993
 Although the Vitra Fire Station is no longer used for its original 
purpose as a fire station, it remains a striking piece of architecture. A build-
ing created that completely goes against the norm of traditional orthogonal 
architecture. It is this quality that identified the fire station as an informative 
precedent, as this project aims to break the boundaries of traditional norms. 
“Architecture need not depend on orthogonal geometry. It can be free of the 
vertical and the right angle.”48
 The main quality that makes it so intriguing is the absence of orthog-
onal geometry. In today’s society, it is not very often we can experience these 
unique spatial qualities, by the sloping in-situ concrete walls, layered to create 
various spaces. It is also interesting to look at the surrounding context, which 
contains large rectangular buildings, arranged on a rectangular grid. The fire 
station seems to be the only exception to the layout of the site.
48     Simon Unwin, Twenty-Five Buildings Every Architect Should Understand, rev. ed. (London; New York: 
Routledge, 2015), 37.
Figure 108: Entry to the Vitra Fire Station (Image by Christiaan Richters)
Figure 111: Entry to the Vitra Fire Station (Image by Helene Benet)Figure 110: Three-Dimensional Drawing of the Fire Station (Image 
published by Simon Unwin)Figure 109: Zaha Hadid Painting of the 
Fire Station (Image by Zaha Hadid)
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 The sharp edges formed by the prism-like walls and roof structures, 
coupled with the explosive layout of spaces create dynamic lines of move-
ment, often described as ‘frozen’ movement. It could be seen that this quality 
of ‘movement’ created by the form can be translated as an extension of the 
main street. 
 This explosive nature is something that influenced the progression of 
this project. How Zaha Hadid was able to create a form that resembled ‘dy-
namic movement’ is a quality this project also aims to achieve. The concrete 
materials used in the fire station contributed to the sharpness of the overall 
form; it is this sharpness that allows the building to create the quality of 
explosive movement. Therefore, insight into how similar materials could be 
implemented into this project to create qualities of ‘movement’ could be an 
important consideration.
4.0 DESIGN PROCESS

4.1 SITE ANALYSIS
 With no link to the history of Taekwon-Do in New Zealand, the task 
of choosing a site became placed in the background of the project. This was to 
allow more focus on the influences that Taekwon-Do has on the building as 
opposed to the site factors. Choosing a site came later in the process, focus-
ing on finding a site that would suit the programme. Using the research and 
analysis to drive the project, the design process followed its own path without 
restrictions from the site. Once the form of the building started to take shape 
deciding on a site became more involved in the process. This involved look-
ing at aspects such as what areas can provide elements that the design itself 
cannot, while at the same time searching for an area that would welcome this 
building typology.
 Turning the site into a superstructure of concrete and steel would go 
against all the customs and ideologies of Taekwon-Do; therefore, choosing a 
natural site was vital. The focus should be on how the building connects to 
the site to create a positive environment. This may be achieved through land-
scaping, using planting to soften the impact of the arena to ensure both work 
as one.
Figure 114: Taekwondowon Drawing (Image added 
by user Turejim88)
Figure 113: Kukkiwon (Image added by user Ture-
jim88)
Figure 112: Taekwon-Do Palace (Image by Taekwon-
do Hall of Fame)
The Taekwon-Do Palace is surrounded by 
hard surfaces with limited landscaping, mak-
ing the already solid building appear more 
brutal. It also seems to stand quite tall on the 
site.
The Kukkiwon appears to conflict with the 
minimal landscaping making the basic form 
more obvious.
The Taekwondowon folds nicely into the val-
ley following its curves. The landscaping does 
not make the building stand out but rather 
works well with its surroundings.
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 The initial thought of locating the stadium in Palmerston North felt to 
be the right choice, although the area offers less in terms of travel and accom-
modation, it is more central to the Taekwon-Do community. An analysis was 
started to explore possible sites in the Palmerston North area, concluding 
upon a location between the Linton Camp and Massey University, along the 
Manawatu River. By locating it next to the Linton Camp, this brings Tae-
kwon-Do back to its roots in the army, as well as its proximity to Massey Uni-
versity allows public transport options. “Any stadium must be easily accessi-
ble to its client base… a careful analysis must be made of who the projected 
customers are, how many there are, where they live, and how they are to get 
to the stadium.”49 Therefore an investigation was undertaken to see if this site 
would do this.
 Two ideas were considered when deciding where to locate the arena. 
One, was to locate it close to the largest concentration of practitioners, Auck-
land. By locating the stadium in Auckland, it would not only be close to the 
majority of practitioners, but also provide travel options. The other idea con-
sidered was taking the stadium back to the roots of Taekwon-Do here in New 
Zealand, Palmerston North, as well as being located close to the Army centre 
of the country.
Figure 116: Palmerston North Site (Image from Google Images)
Figure 115: Wiri, Auckland Site (Image from Google Images)
Figure 117: Palmerston North Surrounding Area (Image by Author)
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49     John, Sheard and Vickery, Stadia, 39.
 After the analysis, referring to the programme helped to identify 
if the site would meet the requirements needed by the building. With the 
programme consisting of daily trainings, the limited number of practitioners 
in the area may reduce the time it is occupied. After also looking at where 
the concentration of events is held, Palmerston North may not be the most 
suitable location. This identified the need for further exploration into other 
possible sites. Moving the site to Auckland would likely be more suited for 
the programme of the building, as it has better infrastructure and can better 
accommodate stadia typologies.
 By situating the project in Auckland would offer close proximity to the 
airport with plenty of transport options to the area. “If journeys involved in 
getting to the stadium seem excessively difficult or time-consuming, a poten-
tial spectator may well decide not to bother.”50
 The surrounding area of Auckland Airport generates large volumes of 
traffic with a lot of industrial surroundings. However, the Wiri area provides 
a mixed urban, industrial setting, which would be suitable for arena typology. 
The Wiri site is located just off the southern motorway, about five minutes 
from the centre of Manukau providing several transport options. “The trans-
port infrastructure of a major stadium should offer ways to get to (and away 
from) an event which are relatively quick, simple and trouble free…”51 The 
surrounding area contains several restaurants, food outlets, accommodation 
options as well as the mall. 
Figure 118: Hospitals and Hotels in Palmerston North Area 
(Image by Author)
Figure 119: Restaurants, Supermarkets and 
Cafes in Palmerston North Area (Image by 
Author)
The analysis showed how the site is quite rural in terms of its surroundings, with the 
majority of additional amenities being located across the river in more central Palmer-
ston North.
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50     John, Sheard and Vickery, Stadia, 39.
51     John, Sheard and Vickery, Stadia, 39.
Figure 120: Wiri Surrounding Area (Image by Author)
Figure 121: Hospitals and Hotels in Wiri Area (Image by Author)
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Figure 122: Restaurants, Supermarkets and Cafes in Wiri Area (Image by Author)
The Auckland site offers close proximity to a large variety of amenities, although it is located 
among commercial and residential areas.
 At this stage, it became apparent that the Auckland site would better 
serve the programme of the building and its occupants. As it provided more 
variety of amenities as well as located near the concentration of practitioners.
 Comparing the analysis for both sites, looking at which would better 
serve the programme, both locations lacked something. With the Wiri site 
being located among residential and commercial areas, the flat site lacks char-
acter as well as being surrounded by buildings. The Palmerston North site, 
however, offers more landscaping opportunities, although may not be best 
suited in terms of practicality. Because of this, a third site was analysed in the 
hopes to bring together the best parts of both sites, as well as finding a loca-
tion that would complement the design.
Figure 123: Site in Hunua, Auckland (Image from Google Images)
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 To bring together the natural aspects of the Palmerston North site with 
the proximity to amenities and number of practitioners of the Auckland site, a 
decision was made to look for a site in the outer areas of Auckland, away from 
the suburbs. After looking at a few different options, this led to the Hunua 
area.
Figure 125: Nearby Hunua, Restaurants and Accommodation. 20minutes to Papakura (Image by Author)
Figure 124: Hunua Site, showing proximity to Hunua Falls, Ranges and Camps/Lodges (Image by Author)
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 The Hunua site offers a lot of character with its undulating surfaces 
and natural surroundings, away from the chaos of suburban surroundings. 
It also captures aspects of training mentioned by General Choi with its prox-
imity to Hunua Falls and the Hunua Ranges. “The aim throughout is to forge 
a creative relationship with our environment. Seeing our values reflected in 
our surroundings feeds our narcissistic urge and breaks down the subject-ob-
ject divide.”52 With only a short distance to Papakura, the site still offers close 
proximity to additional amenities such as accommodation and restaurants. 
Through landscaping and development of this site it has the opportunity to 
work well with the design.
52     Neil Leach, “Chapter 13: Vitruvius Crucifix: Architecture, Mimesis, and the Death Instinct,” in Body 
and Building: Essays on the Changing Relation of Body and Architecture, ed. George Dodds, Robert Tevernor 
and Joseph Rykwert (Cambridge: Mass MIT Press, 2001), 222.
4.2 ANALYSIS
 The analysis has been limited to the key attributes that may help to 
inform the design process, using the research to narrow it down.
 The analysis began by looking at the twenty-four patterns as they 
may be considered one of the most significant parts of the physical aspect. 
“A pattern is a pre-arranged sequence of fundamental movements performed 
against imaginary opponents.”53 Patterns are used to help students develop 
their skills and understand movements. Each pattern is unique and was given 
a name by General Choi. “The names of the patterns are derived from the 
most illustrious people to have been produced by nearly five thousand years 
of Korean history.”54 Therefore an analysis of each would generate different 
results. This began by using the pattern diagrams, (the path followed when 
performing the pattern), and overlapping each, arranging them in different 
configurations to see if it would fabricate a spatial relationship that could 
be developed. This was done by arranging the diagrams in a way that could 
create a space that provoked excitement between these ‘shapes.’ 
Figure 126: Twenty-Four Pattern Diagrams (Image by Author)
Figure 130: Juche and Kwang-Gae Diagrams 
(Image by Author)
Figure 129: Juche and Ul-Ji Diagrams (Image 
by Author)
Figure 128: Se-Jong and Yul-Gok Diagrams 
(Image by Author)
Figure 127: Overlap of all 24 Diagrams 
(Image by Author)
Figure 133: Chon-Ji and Juche Diagrams 
(Image by Author)
Figure 132: Yul-Gok and Chon-Ji Diagrams 
(Image by Author)
Figure 131: Juche and Yul-Gok Diagrams 
(Image by Author)
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53     Mark Banicevich and Paul McPhail, International Taekwon-Do Techniques Handbook: White Belt Syllabus, 
(Auckland: International Taekwon-Do Foundation of New Zealand, 2018), 74.
54     Hi, Taekwon-Do, 25.
Figure 136: Results of Juche and Ul-Ji 
Diagrams (Image by Author)
Figure 135: Results of Se-Jong and Yul-Gok Diagrams (Image by 
Author)
Figure 134: Results of the Overlap of all 24 Diagrams 
(Image by Author)
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Figure 137: Results of Juche and 
Kwang-Gae Diagrams (Image by 
Author)
Figure 138: Results of Juche 
and Yul-Gok Diagrams (Im-
age by Author)
 From this, four potential combinations stood as potential options that 
could be used to develop a basis of form for the project. 
Figure 140: Results of 
Chon-Ji and Juche Dia-
grams (Image by Author)
Figure 139: Results of Yul-Gok 
and Chon-Ji Diagrams (Image by 
Author)
Figure 141: Four strongest results to develop further (Image by Author)
Se-Jong and Yul-Go Juche and Kwang-Gae
Juche and Ul-J
Yul-Gok and Chon-Ji
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 While working with this idea, it seemed that each layout resembled 
the typical arena form which this project aims to move away from. Keeping 
the idea of the three spaces in mind, further analysis was required to broaden 
the ideas and create a more exciting design.
 Working with these four combinations they each presented three 
spaces, each a little different in shapes and sizes. Using this idea, a few quick 
sketches where formed of general layouts that could potentially develop into 
a plan.
Figure 143: Three spaces as a complex (Image by Author)
Figure 142: Three spaces as a building (Image by Author)
Figure 144: Sketches of potential different layouts using three spaces (Image by Author)
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 Sketches where then produced, working with several ideas on find-
ing a pattern or rhythm that could be mimicked throughout the design. This 
included sketching each foot placement as a line, looking closer at the angles 
and cross overs of each, ‘blocking’ the chaotic and calm spaces together to 
find a difference in whole spaces and connections, as well as shading in densi-
ties of where the overlaps occurred more frequently. 
 It was clear to see a hierarchy of areas develop where the foot posi-
tions overlapped multiple times. Breaks between placements were visible as 
well, creating a sense of contrast between both areas. A transition is almost 
formed between these chaotic areas, where a lot is going on, and the calmer 
space, which may connect them. 
 The next part involved looking at the relationship of the feet for all 
the stances. Stances in Taekwon-Do have specific aspects to each, such as the 
weight distribution, angle of the feet, and length and width. A correct stance 
offers a solid base to help maintain balance and generate power, therefore, 
something that should be considered. This involved overlapping the foot 
placement for each stance.
Figure 146: Density of overlapping foot placements (Image by Author)
Figure 145: Foot placement of all of the stances (Image by Author)
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 This aspect of the analysis did not prove to help create a form for the 
project, although, the design implications of the transition between chaotic 
and calm spaces, as well as the use of the pattern, six vertical placements to 
one horizontal, may help with some design detailing decisions further on in 
the development.
Figure 148: Potential horizontail to veritical patterns (Image by 
Author)
Figure 147: Angles of foot placements (Image by Author)
Figure 149: Horizontals expressing connections of spaces (Image by Author)
Figure 151: Possible enclosures of spaces (Image by Author)
Figure 150: Horizontals and verticals producing calm and 
chaotic spaces (Image by Author)
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 From here a further look into the patterns was undertaken, more spe-
cifically into the path each movement follows. This began by looking at the 
stances for each pattern, tracking the distance of each step in the direction it is 
performed. This was done for 16 of the 24 patterns.
 From these diagrams a quite clear description of pathway is represent-
ed, showing how the direction of movement is clearly defined and thoroughly 
planned to follow the diagram. Most of the pattern diagrams represent an as-
pect of the pattern meaning, holding some significance as to why the pattern 
is performed in that shape. The focus then moved to look closer at six of these 
diagrams as they showed a greater diversity in the tracked movement with 
less symmetrical.
Figure 152: Analysis of the 16 patterns movements (Image by Author)
Figure 155: Choong-Moo 
Pattern Movements (Image by 
Author)
Figure 154: Hwa-Rang 
Pattern Movements (Image 
by Author)
Figure 153: Toi-Gye Pattern Move-
ments (Image by Author)
Figure 158: Sam-Il Pattern 
Movements (Image by 
Author)
Figure 157: Choong-Jang 
Pattern Movements (Image 
by Author)
Figure 156: Gae-Beak Pattern 
Movements (Image by 
Author)
      Chon-Ji   Dan-Gun Do-San            Won-Hyo           Yul-Gok Joong-Gun
      Toi-Gye   Hwa-Rang Choong-Moo  Kwang-Gae   Po-Eun        Gae-Beak
Eui-Am    Choong-Jang Juche       Sam-Il
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 The next step focused on looking at how much time was spent in each 
position, continuing to focus on the six asymmetrical patterns as they may 
produce the most thought-provoking results. This involved drawing out the 
pattern diagram and shading in each step in the direction and length of the 
movements. As more movement’s passed over the same position parts of the 
diagram became denser, forming a gradient of light to dark.
Figure 160: Hwa-Rang Density Dia-
gram (Image by Author)
Figure 159: Toi-Gye Density Diagram (Image 
by Author)
Figure 162: Gae-Beak 
Density Diagram (Im-
age by Author)
Figure 161: Choong-Moo Density Diagram 
(Image by Author)
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 With these particular six diagrams we can see how the movements 
vary from more symmetrical patterns by the unbalanced parts, as well as the 
distances travelled in the different directions. As these diagrams represent 
paths of movement, they may be useful in deciding on how the circulation of 
the building may work. As the design is to represent Taekwon-Do, the circula-
tion may lean towards a more sporadic form, as if moving through a pattern.
 These gradient diagrams showed that in almost all of the patterns 
more time was spent at the intersection points, while the second was along 
the forward direction of the pattern. This showed to be quite relative to the 
use of buildings, especially public buildings, as the connection of spaces is 
often one of the busiest places. As well as circulation following a defined path, 
just as performing a pattern. This analysis will help with the design of circula-
tion areas to ensure enough space is allowed at these busy points, potentially 
resulting in a variation of widths.
Figure 163: Choong-Jang 
Density Diagram (Image 
by Author) Figure 164: Sam-Il Density Diagram 
(Image by Author)
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 Next looked at the relationships between two partners performing an 
exercise called step sparring. Step sparring is a pre-arranged set of techniques, 
learned through fundamental exercise and patterns, applied to a moving 
opponent. There are many forms of step sparring with the purpose of teach-
ing students’ aspects such as correct distancing and angles of techniques. To 
do this a look at several common attacks and blocks was undertaken to see 
if there were any aspects that would be useful to inform the design process. 
This involved looking at the point of connections between the attacks and 
blocks from each partner, and the point at which each person made contact on 
the ground.
 In almost all of the outcomes there was often only one point of contact 
between the attack and block, and three points of contact to the ground, when 
the front feet overlap.
Figure 165: Points of contact during Step Sparring (Image by Author)
Figure 166: Ratio of points of contact. Ground:Partner 
(Image by Author)
Figure 167: Example of how feet overlap during 
step sparring (Image by General Choi)
Figure 168: Step sparring example (Image by Mas-
ter Paul McPhail)
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 With these two partners working together a ratio is formed of 3:1, 
with three points of contact to the ground and one connection between them. 
Considering this three to one ratio in an architectural sense, may look at three 
points of contact to the ground providing a strong base, grounding the de-
sign. As well as one connection space where all the energy is concentrated.
 Although analysing two practitioners’ movements would hopefully 
create a rich outcome, this was not the case, as there where no clear design 
implications. While the ratio of 3:1 may still be useful in some decision mak-
ing, it does not help construct a form.
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 After looking at individual aspects of a technique, it was time to look 
at the techniques as a whole movement. By focusing on a single movement, it 
would be possible to analyse the techniques thoroughly, looking at the shape 
and how they are executed. To begin, photos were taken of a selection of 
movements from both the front and side. With so many techniques in Tae-
kwon-Do, it was critical to decide which would be analysed. To narrow this 
down a selection of the more commonly executed techniques was chosen.
 These where: 
Walking Stance Sitting Stance Parallel Stance
L-Stance Attention Stance Rearfoot Stance
Bending Stance Forearm Rising Block Forefist Punch
Forearm Middle Block Forearm Low Block
Knifehand Side StrikeForearm Guarding Block
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 Moving forward all of the photos of the hand techniques, foot tech-
niques, and stances were overlapped. Doing this made it clear to see where 
the body and limbs where more concentrated to. 
Figure 171: Overlapping Fundamental Techniques, Stances, Hand Techniques, Kicks (Image by Author)
Figure 172: Overlapping Fundamental Techniques, Stances, Hand Techniques, Kicks (Image by Author)
Turning KickFront Snap Kick
Twinfist Vertical PunchTwinfist Upset Punch
Back Piercing KickSide Piercing Kick
Downward KickReverse Turning Kick
Figure 170: Fundamental Techniques (Image by Author)
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 Next, included overlapping the front, and the side images. 
 What showed from the overlapped images was, first, the hips where 
always the point of change between the top and bottom with the arms and 
legs splayed out from the centre. The second result was that in almost all of 
the pictures the arms showed the biggest range of movement as each involved 
different angles and directions. While the kicks are mostly concentrated to the 
same area, and the stances all follow the same line of movement.
Figure 174: Overlapping 
Fundamental Techniques, side 
(Image by Author)
Figure 173: Overlapping Funda-
mental Techniques, front (Image by 
Author)
Figure 177: Sketch of overlapping kicks, front (Image by Author)
Figure 176: Sketch of overlapping hand techniques, front (Image by 
Author)
Figure 175: Sketch of overlapping stances, front (Image by Au-
thor)
Figure 178: Sketch of overlapping stances, side (Image by 
Author)
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 Sketches where then developed from the overall image of overlapped 
photos. With so many techniques overlapped, the human form is distorted, 
and a wavy outline created. A more organized approach was then taken, us-
ing orthogonal shapes to generate a form.
Figure 181: Sketch of all overlapping techniques, front (Image by Author)
Figure 180: Sketch of overlapping kicks, side (Image by Author)
Figure 179: Sketch of overlapping hand techniques, side (Image by Author)
Figure 182: Sketch of all overlapping techniques, side (Image by Author)
Figure 183: Sketches of shapes formed from overlapped techniques (Image by Author)
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 Going back to the images of the individual techniques, further analy-
sis was done looking at the shape each movement created. This was done by 
lying trace paper over the images and sketching the movements with bubbles 
and lines, producing several different results. 
Figure 184: Sketches of individual hand tech-
niques (Image by Author) Figure 185: Sketches of individual kicks (Image 
by Author)
Forearm Rising Block
Forefist Punch
Forearm Middle Block
Forearm Low Block
Knifehand Side Strike
Forearm Guarding Block
Turning Kick
Front Snap Kick
Twinfist Vertical Punch
Twinfist Upset Punch
Back Piercing Kick
Side Piercing Kick
Downward Kick
Reverse Turning Kick
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 Evaluating these sketches, although they made some exciting shapes, 
they did not show much abstraction from the human form to use as a base for 
design. While a building form was not developed, several ideas produced by 
this analysis may be useful.
 The first was that the legs, were often more symmetrical than the 
arms. The second, that between the splayed-out arms and legs there was 
always a consistent solid frame, the torso, in the centre that brought the chaos 
together.
 Using these ideas for the design may see the form resemble the human 
figure in some ways with the centre of the building, the arena, being a solid 
form that is systematic in its layout, whereas the surrounding aspects may be 
more chaotic.
Figure 186: Sketches of individual stances (Im-
age by Author)
Walking Stance
Sitting Stance
Parallel Stance
L-Stance
Attention Stance
Rearfoot Stance
Bending Stance
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 The analysis then moved to look directly at the individual pattern’s 
movements, and how they link together. From the earlier analysis of the 
pattern diagrams it was easy to understand which patterns may produce 
more motivating results, therefore, the same six patterns where analysed. This 
analysis started by taking pictures of all the movements in the six patterns, 
and then overlapping each of them.
Figure 187: Overlapped movements of Toi-Gye (Image by Author)
Figure 189: Overlapped movements of Choong-Moo (Image by Author)
Figure 188: Overlapped movements of Hwa-Rang (Image by Author)
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Figure 190: Overlapped movements of Gae-Beak (Image by Author)
 Working through the movements of the pattern, the finishing point 
for each technique was plotted out and connected. These points where taken 
from the top of the head, the right hand and right foot to understand how 
each part of the body moves during a pattern. Using a different colour to plot 
out each helped to clearly understand the path of movement from each body 
part during a pattern.
Figure 192: Overlapped movements of Sam-Il (Image by Author)
Figure 191: Overlapped movements of Choong-Jang (Image by Author)
Figure 195: Tracked movements of Choong-Moo (Image by Author)
Figure 194: Tracked movements of Hwa-Rang (Image by Author)
Figure 193: Tracked movements of Toi-Gye (Image by Author)
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Figure 196: Tracked movements of Gae-Beak (Image by Author)
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Figure 198: Tracked movements of Sam-Il (Image by Author)
Figure 197: Tracked movements of Choong-Jang (Image by Author)
 These tracings provided a rather chaotic result for each of the head, 
hand and foot placements. With a different number of movements for each 
pattern some tracings resulted in a denser drawing. This is also seen in the 
patterns that are performed in a straight line, such as Gae-Beak or Choong-
Jang, as opposed to the other patterns that branch out from this centre. The 
patterns that showed this variation in direction resulted in a clearer drawing 
which is easier to follow. With each pattern producing immensely different 
results the outcomes of using one drawing would create a unique design. 
As these drawings show so much character there is so many ways they may 
influence the design, such as a plan or elevation for the building, with each 
of the head, hand and foot movements representing a different section of the 
design.
4.3 DESIGN CONCEPTS
4.3.1 Beginning Sketches
Figure 199: Initial sketches of potential flowing design (Image by Author)
Figure 200: Paper models of initial design ideas (Image by Author)
Concept sketches and paper models show the initial thought of work-
ing with a fluid design, with a lot of options of designs to work with 
in finding the right design fo the project.
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Figure 201: Sketches of potential ring layouts in Arena (Image by Author)
With so many aspects to consider to ensure the arena floor provides enough space for the rings a look at potential options on how to layout the rings was done. As the rings 
are square the general form of the shape produced during layout reflects this same pattern.
4.3.2 Concept One
Figure 202: Sketches of flowing nature of circulation (Image by Author)
Figure 203: Potential plans (Image by Author) Figure 204: Potential design idea (Image 
by Author)
Figure 205: Sketches of possible entries (Image by Author)
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 The first concept consisted of initial sketches of fluid free flowing 
forms to develop a design. With the thought of three spaces to make up the 
building, the main arena, the training space, and the circulation space. This 
concept started to take the form of the sinewave movement in both plan and 
elevation for the circulation space, as a way of moving between the training 
and arena spaces. The circulation area would wrap around the two main 
spaces as a means of protection, this also resulted in it being the most prom-
inent aspect of the form. The circulation space was based on the idea of the 
fluidity of Taekwon-Do’s movements. A movement remains in a fluid and 
smooth motion, right up until the end, where it finishes strong and becomes a 
sharp movement. Variation sketches were used to develop the concept fur-
ther, aiming to give more prominence to the entry space, located in the centre 
between the two main spaces.
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Figure 206: Elevation and Section of flowing design 
(Image by Author)
Figure 207: Potential layout of spaces 
(Image by Author)
Figure 209: Training space plan 
(Image by Author)
Figure 208: Arena plan (Image by Author)
Figure 210: Clay model to represent form (Image by Author) Figure 211: Model showing circulation space wrapping around building form (Image by Author)
 The quick sketches and concept models both had their merits, but the fluid form was not quite right. The idea of fluidity was being forced a bit much, 
the shape no longer represented the sinewave curve, but rather more of an ‘s’ shape. Also, there was some difficulty in getting the square layout of the matts and 
training spaces to work with the curved nature of the concept. However, some positives were created which should be retained. Such as the solid connection of 
the circulation space to the ground, it almost seems to protrude into the ground as it comes to an end. The other aspect to be retained was that of the three dis-
tinct spaces.
Figure 213: Variation of concept design layout (Image by Author)
Figure 212: Additional sketches of potential layouts of design (Image by Author)
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Throughout the process of working through iterations 
for the first concept, various designs explored different 
methods for the overall ‘s’ form. The iterations also 
explored possibilities of splitting spaces up with by 
utilising external circulation to move between them.
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4.3.3 Concept Two
Figure 215: Foot movements used as the 
site boundary (Image by Author)
Figure 214: Tracked movements of Hwa-
Rang used to determine forms (Image by 
Author)
Figure 217: Less chaotic tracing of hand and head 
movements used to determine the elevation of the 
Arena and Training spaces (Image by Author)
Figure 218: Sketches of potential plans for the Arena and Training spaces (Image by Author)
Figure 216: Hand and head movements used to deter-
mine the Arena and Training space plans (Image by 
Author)
 Concept two moved away from the idea of using a fluid form to focus 
more specifically on the sharp, crisp nature of the final moment in a tech-
nique. Using the dynamic movements of the pattern analysis, Hwa-Rang 
was chosen above the others for its direct connection to the history of Tae-
kwon-Do, as well as being the first pattern ever created by General Choi.
 This saw the movement analysis being used to determine plans for 
the project, utilizing the hand, head and foot movements for different aspects. 
The foot movements were used to define a site plan, as it is the bodies con-
nection to the ground. The head movements were used for the training space, 
as it is a place where knowledge is gained and where one betters themselves. 
Finally, the hand movements were used for the main arena. Each of the dia-
grams contained areas that were not utilized in the plan. These areas of the 
diagram were then utilized to create elevations of the building.
Figure 220: Training space floor plan (Image by 
Author)
Figure 222: First floor plan (Image by Author)
Figure 223: Three-Dimensional Perspectives, North Elevation (Image by Author)
Figure 221: Ground floor plan (Image by Author)
Figure 219: Arena floor plan (Image by Author)
Figure 224: Three-Dimensional Sectional Perspective, South Elevation (Image by Author)
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 As the design began to develop further with plans finalized and eleva-
tions created, a solid block form began to take shape. However, there was no 
relationship between the plan and elevations, which resulted in the concept 
becoming disjointed. The overall form created was also too large and bulky, 
qualities which do not represent Taekwon-Do very well. 
 Again, some positives could be taken from the concept, to help move 
the project in the right direction. Utilizing the pattern diagrams provided 
a positive path for translating qualities of Taekwon-Do into an architectur-
al form. However, further investigation would be needed to ensure a more 
wholistic design could be achieved, along with a more intriguing building 
form. One that is not large and bulky, but also represents Taekwon-Do in a 
better manner.
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Figure 225: Additional concept sketches and material sketches (Image by Author)
4.3.4 Concept Three
Figure 226: Concept floor plans (Image by Author) Figure 228: Tracked hand movements 
as elevation, pattern diagram as plan 
(Image by Author)
Figure 227: Hand movements used to determine the shape of the 
three zones (Image by Author)
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 Sticking with the use of the pattern diagrams as a means to develop 
a form, using all three aspects became too much, and the resulting concept 
does not read as a whole. Due to this, it was decided that only one aspect of 
the diagram was to be used. The aspect chosen was the hand diagram as it 
offered the most dynamic movement of the three parts. The sharp edges and 
varying angles better represented the multitude of movements practiced in 
Taekwon-Do.
 The hand diagram of Hwa-Rang was utilized to create an elevation, as 
the diagram traces the movement when looking at a person’s elevation. The 
various shapes formed in the diagram helped to identify three separate zones 
which could develop into a building. The movement diagram of Hwa-Rang 
was also used to form the circulation routes throughout the building, as this 
represents the circulation of the pattern itself. 
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Figure 229: Exploded axonometric of the three zones (Image by Author)
Figure 230: Three-Dimensional Perspectives showing materiality (Image by Author)
Figure 231: Use of simplified figures as support structures (Image by Author)
 With a stronger relationship between the plan and elevation the de-
sign was starting to move in a positive direction. Although these two parts 
were not quite working together to provide suitable circulation, as well as an 
intriguing form. 
 
 With three distinct zones dividing up the building, the form was still 
taking the shape of a large bulky mass. Although the use of different mate-
rials seemed to break this up, the solid form was still lacking the explosive 
character of Taekwon-Do.
Figure 232: Three-Dimensional Sectional Perspectives of Arena (Image by Author) Figure 233: Exploded Axonometric of zone three (Image by Author)
The sectional perspectives show how orthoganal the interior spaces are. As well as the 
clear disconnect between these spaces, lacking character throughout the design.
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4.3.5 Concept Four
Figure 234: Hatching of tracked movement shapes 
(Image by Author)
Figure 235: Hatching of pattern diagram (Image by Author)
Figure 236: Variation sketches of Concept Three plans (Image by Author)
Figure 237: Variation models of Concept Three’s shape (Image by Author)
 In an attempt to move away from the previous bulky forms, several 
sketches and models were made to look at the design differently. This in-
volved hatching of the diagrams as well as playing with the layout and angles 
of spaces.
Figure 237: Variation models of Concept Three’s shape (Image by Author)
Figure 238: Model of tracked Hwa-Rang hand movements in three-dimensional form (Image by Author)
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 With variations of angles in the design, the gaps constructed by pushing and pulling the form were still creating a solid form, lacking the dynamic move-
ment it should portray. As the form continued to be constrained by the use of the diagrams, another approach was needed to get away from the straight lines, 
and the two-dimensional approach to the design.
 This began by taking another look at the hand movements in a three-dimensional form, with the use of a manikin to plot out each movement and the 
distance traveled between them. This proved not to hold as many design attributes as originally hoped, although did allow me to move away from designing 
two-dimensionally and start thinking more about the depth of the lines and how this could influence the design.
 With this in mind, work began with the hand movement diagram, producing multiple sketches of how the lines could be developed into different aspects 
of the façade. Focusing on the depth of each plane created, using different colours to differentiate them. As more drawings were produced, working with models 
helped to understand the depth and spatial features developed by these planes. 
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Figure 239: Traced sketches of hand movements, elevation (Image by Author)
Figure 240: Concept model 4.1 (Image by 
Author)
Figure 241: Concept model 4.2 (Image by 
Author)
Figure 242: Concept model 4.3 (Image 
by Author)
Figure 243: Concept model 4.4 (Image by Author)
Figure 244: Concept model 4.5 (Image by Author)
Figure 245: Chosen tracing to use as elvations (Image by Au-
thor)
Figure 247: Mirrored elevation showing the shapes of the walls 
(Image by Author)
Figure 246: Elevation of one end showing the shapes of the walls 
(Image by Author)
Figure 248: Concept model 4.6 - Abstracted (Image by Author)
Figure 249: Concept model 4.7 - Abstracted (Image by Author)
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 Working with both the drawings and models together helped to better understand the form which was being created. With different outcomes, such as 
angles of planes and dominant structural supports, there were very few that moved away from the original form of concept three. Therefore, a more abstract 
approach was taken.
 Using the abstract models, planes where turned and tilted. This led to the idea that the shapes created from the diagrams are what is seen in elevation. 
However, three-dimensionally the planes may be extruded and slanted to create a unique form. It is only when looking face on in elevation that the shapes from 
the diagram can be seen. 
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Figure 252: Use of the pattern diagram as the circulation plan 
(Image by Author)
Figure 253: Plans using the pattern diagram as circulation (Image by Author)
Figure 250: Concept model 4.8 - Taking shape (Image by Author)
Figure 251: The beginnings of a form (Image by Author)
 Working with this idea, the form was developed further to create a 
more explosive design, that is seen to be different from each angle while still 
coming together as a complete form.
 Continuing to use the pattern diagram as the circulation space, floor 
plans where generated to develop the form of the design and see what spac-
es were created. This started to generate spaces that were different to each 
other.
Figure 255: Additonal sketches showing building form and tracings of hand movements as a plan 
(Image by Author)
These additional sketches explored potential floor layouts, using angled walls to pro-
duce more interesting spaces.
They also explored the potential of using the tracked hand movements as a roof plan 
as opposed to an elevation.
Figure 254: Additional sketches of plan variations 
(Image by Author)
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4.4 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Figure 257: Continuing using the pattern diagram as the circulation path 
(Image by Author)
Figure 256: Using the tracing of the hand movements to develop 
form of elevations (Image by Author)
 Moving forward, the design continues to focus on working with the 
Hwa-Rang hand movement diagram to develop a solid and unique form for 
the arena. This includes the development of the form being integrated into the 
landscape with the extension of the diagram below ground level.
 Roof and façade materials will work together to ensure the design 
captures the dynamic movement to Taekwon-Do, as well as the use of land-
scaping to bring the site and building together.
 The pattern diagram will continue to influence the path of movement 
throughout the building, as the development looks at how the irregular shape 
influences movement and spaces with the hope of producing different and 
unique areas. There will also be further development into how the circulation 
connects to the ramps and form of the design.
4.5 DESIGN CHALLENGES
 Throughout the project, several challenges arose that needed to be 
overcome. One of which was attempting to maintain an impartial view of 
the project. It was quite easy to get stuck in a subjective mentality of looking 
at the project in terms of a Taekwon-Do practitioner, rather than a designer. 
Further to this, at times it was difficult to ‘throw away’ an idea when it did 
not work, resulting in a design being forced when an attachment grew. This 
attachment resulted in difficulties in creating new design flows and ideas.
 With Taekwon-Do having such rich theories and historical culture, an-
other challenge of the project was creating a design that portrayed all of these 
qualities. It was often a hard task to translate these aspects of Taekwon-Do 
into architectural qualities. Also, with so many aspects, it became difficult to 
create a concept with all of the qualities and it not becoming too much. It was 
apparent a ‘less is more’ approach was needed. This created yet another chal-
lenge, of trying to establish what aspects were crucial to make the prominent 
qualities of the design.
 Once a better idea of what was going to drive the design had been 
established, this created one of the hardest challenges. This was moving away 
from all of the two-dimensional analysis, attempting to use it as a means of 
creating a three-dimensional form, one that represented Taekwon-Do in an 
architectural sense. It was often easy to see the analysis in the form of a plan, 
elevation or section, but turning this into a three-dimensional object became 
difficult and was the main problem that needed to be overcome. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION
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 Initially, it had been identified that there were no dedicated facilities 
to Taekwon-Do, despite it being one of the largest martial arts in the country. 
All that is available are small do-jangs, which pale in comparison to some 
of the facilities located in other countries. On the world stage, New Zealand 
performs well above its weight as a country, predominantly placing in the 
top three countries at international events. This is where the idea of creating a 
Taekwon-Do arena arose, to be able to give a large number of practitioners a 
facility devoted to their martial art.
 A large portion of the success of this project came as a result of the 
amount of research and analysis that was undertaken in terms of Taekwon-Do 
itself. Delving deeper into the ideas, philosophies and history behind the cre-
ation of the martial art, provided an in-depth understanding of what General 
Choi was trying to achieve with Taekwon-Do. 
 The project aimed to take influence from this research, as the martial 
art contains huge amounts of meaning throughout its teachings, meaning 
that would help to give Taekwon-Do an architectural representation. That 
was the most significant aim of the project, which also turned into one of the 
biggest challenges. Trying to translate something with little architectural qual-
ities into an architectural form was easier said than done. However, despite 
the challenge, the project was able to identify several components to be used 
throughout the design process, to ensure the end result still portrayed the 
qualities of Taekwon-Do. 
 In the beginning of the analysis, the outcomes achieved were not what 
was imagined as there were limited results that would help influence the 
design. It became a long process of analysing different aspects until useful 
results were achieved. These results also translated into qualities that where 
unexpected in the early stages of the project as the initial foresight of the 
project was to have a more fluid and free flowing form. However, it was the 
analysis that showed the complete opposite in terms of qualities. The results 
portrayed more erratic and angular qualities, compared to those of my initial 
expectations. As Taekwon-Do is a series of both fluid and explosive move-
ments, upon closer inspection, it became apparent that to translate the martial 
art into an architectural form, it was the more dynamic and irregular qualities 
that needed to be exploited.  It was also these qualities that helped to move 
the project away from the norms of arena design, as often they comprise of 
fluid circular forms. Moving away from the generic forms of arena typologies 
was one of the main aims for the project, which was achieved largely due to 
the uniqueness of Taekwon-Do itself.
 With the history and ideologies being the driving force behind the 
design, although the analysis focused on different aspects of this by looking 
at movements, techniques and patterns. The pattern analysis created more 
results which could be translated into architectural qualities, something that 
not all the analysis was able to do. The pattern Hwa-Rang became the main 
design influence, since it had the most direct connection to the history of Tae-
kwon-Do. Although the project did not follow the initial intention, the direc-
tion of the final design is moving toward a unique and stimulating outcome 
that I believe portrays not only the explosive form, but the spirit and meaning 
of Taekwon-Do, a martial art which strives to better not only people, but soci-
ety as well.
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/a.1797143933739656/1797144083739641/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 49: Mini Kids training, age 5-9
 Photograph by Rachel Bates, from Warrior Taekwon-Do, Facebook, accessed August 22, 2019. 
https://www.facebook.com/ITFWarriorTKD/photos/a.369905836463480/1859184657535583/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 50: Training classes for Teenagers
 Photograph by Rachel Bates, from Warrior Taekwon-Do, Facebook, “November 
Gup Grading,” accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFWarriorTKD/photos
/a.1459024877551565/1459025010884885/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 51: Training classes for Adults
 Photograph by Rachel Bates, from Warrior Taekwon-Do, Facebook, “November 
Gup Grading,” accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFWarriorTKD/photos
/a.1459024877551565/1459025250884861/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 52: Power Breaking
 Photograph by Kris Herbison, from International Taekwon-Do Riccarton, “2017 World 
Championships – Day 1,” accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/itkdriccarton/photos
/t.1849685025/1502676726478042/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 53: Power Breaking
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, Facebook, accessed 
August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos/a.320189885427153/433686757410798/?-
type=3&theater.
Fig. 54: Special Techniques
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from International Taekwon-Do NZ, Facebook, “2018 Syd-
ney World Cup Day 2,” accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/itkdnz/photos
/a.2167111000225495/2167112246892037/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 55: Special Techniques
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, Facebook, accessed 
August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos/a.320189885427153/430349371077870/?-
type=3&theater.
Fig. 56: Patterns
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, Facebook, accessed 
August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos/a.320189885427153/429827084463432/?-
type=3&theater.
Fig. 57: Patterns
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, Facebook, accessed 
August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos/a.320189885427153/430341321078675/?-
type=3&theater.
Fig. 58: Free Sparring
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, Facebook, accessed 
August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos/a.320189885427153/433687564077384/?-
type=3&theater.
Fig. 59: Free Sparring
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, Facebook, accessed 
August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos/a.320189885427153/433684514077689/?-
type=3&theater.
Fig. 60: Pre-arranged Sparring
 Photograph by Kathrine Mitchell, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, 
Facebook, accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos
/a.320189885427153/440721586707315/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 61: Pre-arranged Sparring
 Photograph by Kathrine Mitchell, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, 
Facebook, accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos
/a.320189885427153/440720560040751/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 62: Team Events
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from International Taekwon-Do NZ, Facebook, “2018 Syd-
ney World Cup Day 4,” accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/itkdnz/photos
/a.2168152500121345/2168154190121176/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 63: Team Events
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, Facebook, accessed 
August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos/a.320189885427153/429827967796677/?-
type=3&theater.
Fig. 65: VIP’s and Umpires at the World Championships, Germany 2019
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, Facebook, accessed 
August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos/a.320189885427153/429276667851807/?-
type=3&theater.
Fig. 66: Umpire Judging Sparring
 Photograph by Kathrine Mitchell, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, 
Facebook, accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos
/a.320189885427153/440716683374472/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 67: Jury Table (front of ring)
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, Facebook, accessed 
August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos/a.320189885427153/430341024412038/?-
type=3&theater.
Fig. 68: Supporters in the stands
 Photograph by The TKD Reporters, from The TKD Reporters, Facebook, “ITF World Champi-
onships 2019 – Friday,” accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/theTKDReporters/photos
/a.778366415892897/778367472559458/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 69: Supporters in the stands
 Photograph by Kathrine Mitchell, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, 
Facebook, accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos
/a.320189885427153/440721743373966/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 70: Competitors at the opening ceremony
 Photograph by TKDAction Team, from TKDAction: Google Album Archive, “2013 10 25 Day2 
Selected,” accessed August 22, 2019. https://get.google.com/albumarchive/109195579232882443899/album/
AF1QipNLD74IHHch5KAIZhgNrWHzIPbkuHQ3LrXXNCHu.
Fig. 71: Competitors at the opening ceremony
 Photograph by TKDAction Team, from TKDAction: Google Album Archive, “2013 10 25 Day2 
Selected,” accessed August 22, 2019. https://get.google.com/albumarchive/109195579232882443899/album/
AF1QipNLD74IHHch5KAIZhgNrWHzIPbkuHQ3LrXXNCHu.
Fig. 72: Supporters celebrating achievements
 Photograph by Kathrine Mitchell, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, 
Facebook, accessed August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos
/a.320189885427153/440725706706903/?type=3&theater.
Fig. 73: Supporters celebrating achievements
 Photograph by Jake Siddall, from World Champs NZ Team – Germany 2019, Facebook, accessed 
August 22, 2019. https://www.facebook.com/ITFNZWC2019/photos/a.320189885427153/430347821078025/?-
type=3&theater.
Fig. 74: Example of Cold Showers and Baths
 Photograph, in General Choi, Taekwon-Do: Condensed Encyclopaedia (Canada: International Tae-
kwon-Do Federation, 1999), 35.
Fig. 75: Example of Public Service
 Photograph, in General Choi, Taekwon-Do: Condensed Encyclopaedia (Canada: International Tae-
kwon-Do Federation, 1999), 35.
Fig. 76: Example of Mountain Climbing
 Photograph, in General Choi, Taekwon-Do: Condensed Encyclopaedia (Canada: International Tae-
kwon-Do Federation, 1999), 34.
Fig. 77: Statue at the entrance of the Taekwon-Do Palace
 Photograph by KTG North Korea Travel, “Taekwondo Hall in the Pyongyang Sports District 
seen on a winter day,” from KTG North Korea Travel, “North Korea New Year Tour II,” accessed Septem-
ber 16, 2019. https://www.north-korea-travel.com/north-korea-new-year-tour.html.
Fig. 78: Students lined up at the entry of the Taekwon-Do Palace
 Photograph by TaeKwonDo Times, from TaeKwonDo Times, “N Korea Tae kwon Do Palace,” 
accessed September 16, 2019. https://taekwondotimes.com/gallery/n-korea-tae-kwon-do-palace/.
Fig. 79: Taekwon-Do Palace, Pyongyang, North Korea
 Photograph by Taekwondo Hall of Fame, “The Palace,” from Taekwondo Hall of Fame, “North 
Korea’s Top Taekwon-Do Champions,” accessed September 16, 2019. http://www.lacancha.com/northko-
reaplayers.html.
Fig. 80: Students practicing inside the Taekwon-Do Palace
 Photograph by Thoughts Along The Endless Trail, from Thoughts Along The Endless Trail, “Day 
6: Pyongyang to Mt. Myohyang,” accessed September 16, 2019. http://www.thoughtsalongtheendlesstrail.
com/2009/09/day-6-pyongyang-to-mt-myohyang/.
Fig. 81: Demonstration at the Taekwon-Do Palace
 Screenshot by YouTube user derreisebericht, “Fascinating Taekwondo & Martial Arts Perfor-
mance, Taekwondo Palace, Pyongyang, North Korea,” from YouTube Video, posted by derreisebericht, 
accessed September 16, 2019. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIsM0WMBxsE.
Fig. 82: Kukkiwon, Seoul, South Korea
 Photograph added by user Turejim88, “The Kukkiwon main building in the affluent Gangnam 
district of Seoul, South Korea,” from Taekwondo Wiki, “Kukkiwon,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://
taekwondo.fandom.com/wiki/Kukkiwon.
Fig. 83: Sketch of the Kukkiwon building
 Photograph by Moodukkwon Taekwondo, from Black belt Moo Duk Kwan, “”Kukkiwon World 
Tae Kwon Do Headquarters,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://sites.google.com/site/blackbeltmdk/kuk-
kiwon-world-tae-kwon-do-headquarters-1.
Fig. 84: Interior of the Kukkiwon
 Photograph by Korea Tourism Organization, from Korea Tourism Organization, “Kukkiwon 
(World Taekwondo Headquarters),” accessed September 16, 2019. http://english.visitkorea.or.kr/enu/ATR/
SI_EN_3_1_1_1.jsp?cid=616931.
Fig. 85: Entry gate to the Kukkiwon
 Photograph by Korea Tourism Organization, from Korea Tourism Organization, “Kukkiwon 
(World Taekwondo Headquarters),” accessed September 16, 2019. http://english.visitkorea.or.kr/enu/ATR/
SI_EN_3_1_1_1.jsp?cid=616931.
Fig. 86: The Kukkiwon Museum
 Photograph added by user Turejim88, “The Kukkiwon Museum,” from Taekwondo Wiki, “Kuk-
kiwon,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://taekwondo.fandom.com/wiki/Kukkiwon.
Fig. 87: The main stadium at the Kukkiwon
 Photograph added by user Turejim88, “The Kukkiwon main stadium,” from Taekwondo Wiki, 
“Kukkiwon,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://taekwondo.fandom.com/wiki/Kukkiwon.
Fig. 88: Kukkiwon Site Plan
 Photograph added by user Turejim88, “Kukkiwon campus,” from Taekwondo Wiki, “Kukki-
won,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://taekwondo.fandom.com/wiki/Kukkiwon.
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Fig. 89: Kukkiwon Building Plan
 Photograph added by user Turejim88, “Floor plan of the Kukkiwon main building,” from Tae-
kwondo Wiki, “Kukkiwon,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://taekwondo.fandom.com/wiki/Kukkiwon.
Fig. 90: Taekwondowon T1 Arena, Muju, South Korea
 Photograph by Taekwondowon, “Arena,” from Taekwondowon, “Training/Education Facilities,” 
accessed September 16, 2019. https://www.tpf.or.kr/t1_eng/contents/t1_engfacility1_1.do.
Fig. 91: Taekwondowon, T1 Arena Grounds
 Photograph added by user Turejim88, “The Taekwondowon main arena,” from Taekwondo Wiki, 
“Taekwondowon,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://taekwondo.fandom.com/wiki/Taekwondowon.
Fig. 92: T1 Arena Interior
 Photograph by Taekwondowon, “Arena,” from Taekwondowon, “Training/Education Facilities,” 
accessed September 16, 2019. https://www.tpf.or.kr/t1_eng/contents/t1_engfacility1_1.do.
Fig. 93: Taekwondowon Site Plan
 Photograph by Taekwondowon, “Taekwondowon Layout,” from Taekwondowon, “Layout,” 
accessed September 16, 2019. https://www.tpf.or.kr/t1_eng/contents/t1_enginfo2.do.
Fig. 94: Doyakgwan, Accommodation
 Photograph by Taekwondowon, “Doyakgwan,” from Taekwondowon, “Accommodation Facili-
ties,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://www.tpf.or.kr/t1_eng/contents/t1_engfacility2_1.do.
Fig. 95: Practice Room, Doyak Center
 Photograph by Taekwondowon, “Practice Room,” from Taekwondowon, “Training/Education 
Facilities,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://www.tpf.or.kr/t1_eng/contents/t1_engfacility1_8.do.
Fig. 96: Pyeongwon Hall
 Photograph by Taekwondowon, “Pyeongwon Hall,” from Taekwondowon, “Training/Education 
Facilities,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://www.tpf.or.kr/t1_eng/contents/t1_engfacility1_3.do.
Fig. 97: T1 Theater
 Photograph by Taekwondowon, “Theater,” from Taekwondowon, “Training/Education Facili-
ties,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://www.tpf.or.kr/t1_eng/contents/t1_engfacility1_2.do.
Fig. 98: UFA Cinema Center ‘Crystal’
 Photograph by Duccio Malagamba, “UFA Cinema Center,” from archello, “UFA Cinema Cen-
ter,” accessed September 20, 2019. https://archello.com/project/ufa-cinema-center.
Fig. 99: UFA Cinema Center ‘Crystal’
 Photograph by Duccio Malagamba, “UFA Cinema Center,” from archello, “UFA Cinema Cen-
ter,” accessed September 20, 2019. https://archello.com/project/ufa-cinema-center.
Fig. 100: UFA Cinema Center ‘Skybar’
 Photograph by Duccio Malagamba, “UFA Cinema Center,” from archello, “UFA Cinema Cen-
ter,” accessed September 20, 2019. https://archello.com/project/ufa-cinema-center.
Fig. 101: Ground Floor Plan
 Photograph by Coop Himmerlb(l)au, “UFA Cinema Center,” from archello, “UFA Cinema Cen-
ter,” accessed September 20, 2019. https://archello.com/project/ufa-cinema-center.
Fig. 102: Second Floor Plan
 Photograph by Coop Himmerlb(l)au, “UFA Cinema Center,” from archello, “UFA Cinema Cen-
ter,” accessed September 20, 2019. https://archello.com/project/ufa-cinema-center.
Fig. 103: Section B-B
 Photograph by Coop Himmerlb(l)au, “UFA Cinema Center,” from archello, “UFA Cinema Cen-
ter,” accessed September 20, 2019. https://archello.com/project/ufa-cinema-center.
Fig. 104: Section A-A
 Photograph, in Covering + Exposing: The Architecture of Coop Himmelb(l)au (Basel; Boston: 
Birkhäuser, 2000), 54.
Fig. 105: UFA Cinema Center, Dresden, Germany
 Photograph by Duccio Malagamba, “UFA Cinema Center,” from archello, “UFA Cinema Cen-
ter,” accessed September 20, 2019. https://archello.com/project/ufa-cinema-center.
Fig. 106: Vitra Fire Station, Weil am Rhien, Germany
 Photograph by archello, “Vitra Fire Station,” from archello, “Vitra Fire Station,” accessed Sep-
tember 21, 2019. https://archello.com/project/vitra-fire-station.
Fig. 107: Vitra Fire Station Plans
 Photograph, in Simon Unwin, Twenty-Five Buildings Every Architect Should Understand (London; 
New York: Routledge, 2015), 238.  
Fig. 108: Entry to the Vitra Fire Station
 Photograph by Christiaan Richters, “Vitra Fire Station,” from archello, “Vitra Fire Station,” 
accessed September 21, 2019. https://archello.com/project/vitra-fire-station.
Fig. 109: Zaha Hadid Painting of the Fire Station
 Photograph by Zaha Hadid, “Vitra Fire Station,” from archello, “Vitra Fire Station,” accessed 
September 21, 2019. https://archello.com/project/vitra-fire-station.
Fig. 110: Three-Dimensional Drawing of the Fire Station
 Photograph, in Simon Unwin, Twenty-Five Buildings Every Architect Should Understand (London; 
New York: Routledge, 2015), 234.
Fig. 111: Entry to the Vitra Fire Station
 Photograph by Helene Benet, “Vitra Fire Station,” from archello, “Vitra Fire Station,” accessed 
September 21, 2019. https://archello.com/project/vitra-fire-station.
Fig. 112: Taekwon-Do Palace
 Photograph by Taekwondo Hall of Fame, “The Palace,” from Taekwondo Hall of Fame, “North 
Korea’s Top Taekwon-Do Champions,” accessed September 16, 2019. http://www.lacancha.com/northko-
reaplayers.html.
Fig. 113: Kukkiwon
 Photograph added by user Turejim88, “The Kukkiwon main building in the affluent Gangnam 
district of Seoul, South Korea,” from Taekwondo Wiki, “Kukkiwon,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://
taekwondo.fandom.com/wiki/Kukkiwon.
Fig. 114: Taekwondowon
 Photograph added by user Turejim88, “Artist’s rendering of the Taekwondowon campus,” from 
Taekwondo Wiki, “Taekwondowon,” accessed September 16, 2019. https://taekwondo.fandom.com/wiki/
Taekwondowon.
Fig. 115: Wiri, Auckland Site
 Photograph, “Wiri,” from Google Maps, accessed July 23, 2019.  https://www.google.co.nz/maps/
place/Wiri,+Auckland/@-37.0084536,174.869012,7134m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x6d0d4e04dbf4338f:0x-
500ef6143a31d00!8m2!3d-37.0020591!4d174.8652639.
Fig. 116: Palmerston North Site
 Photograph, “Palmerston North,” from Google Maps, accessed July 23, 2019.   https://www.goo-
gle.co.nz/maps/place/Palmerston+North/@-40.3840709,175.5955622,6306m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x-
6d41ad9fbda34483:0x500ef6143a29915!8m2!3d-40.3523065!4d175.6082145.
Fig. 117: Palmerston North Surrounding Area
 By Author.
Fig. 118: Hospitals and Hotels in Palmerston North Area
 By Author.
Fig. 119: Restaurants, Supermarkets and Cafes in Palmerston North Area
 By Author.
Fig. 120: Wiri Surrounding Area
 By Author.
Fig. 121: Hospitals and Hotels in Wiri Area
 By Author.
Fig. 122: Restaurants, Supermarkets and Cafes in Wiri Area
 By Author.
Fig. 123: Site in Hunua, Auckland
 Photograph, “Hunua,” from Google Maps, accessed September 10, 2019. https://www.google.
co.nz/maps/place/Hunua/@-37.0730874,175.0721984,2637m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x6d72a5ef757c-
020d:0x500ef6143a2cf10!8m2!3d-37.0782792!4d175.0706005.
Fig. 124: Hunua Site, showing proximity to Hunua Falls, Ranges and Camps/Lodges 
 By Author.
Fig. 125: Nearby Hunua, Restaurants and Accommodation. 20minutes to Papakura 
 By Author.
Fig. 126: Twenty-Four Pattern Diagrams
 By Author.  
Fig. 127: Overlap of all 24 Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 128: Se-Jong and Yul-Gok Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 129: Juche and Ul-Ji Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 130: Juche and Kwang Gae Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 131: Juche and Yul-Gok Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 132: Yul-Gok and Chon-Ji Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 133: Chon-Ji and Juche Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 134: Results of the Overlap of all 24 Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 135: Results of Se-Jong and Yul-Gok Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 136: Results of Juche and Ul-Ji Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 137: Results of Juche and Kwang-Gae Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 138: Results of Juche and Yul-Gok Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 139: Results of Yul-Gok and Chon-Ji Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 140: Results of Chon-Ji and Juche Diagrams
 By Author.
Fig. 141: Four strongest results to develop further
 By Author.
Fig. 142: Three spaces as a building
 By Author.
Fig. 143: Three spaces as a complex
 By Author.
Fig. 144: Sketches of potential different layouts using three spaces
 By Author.
Fig. 145: Foot Placement of all of the Stances
 By Author.
Fig. 146: Density of overlapping foot placements
 By Author.
Fig. 147: Angles of foot placements
 By Author.
Fig. 148: Potential horizontal to vertical patterns
 By Author.
Fig. 149: Horizontals expressing connections of spaces
 By Author.
Fig. 150: Horizontals and verticals producing calm and chaotic spaces
 By Author.
Fig. 151: Possible enclosures of spaces
 By Author.
Fig. 152: Analysis of the 16 patterns movements
 By Author.
Fig. 153: Toi-Gye Pattern Movements
 By Author.
Fig. 154: Hwa-Rang Pattern Movements
 By Author.
Fig. 155: Choong-Moo Pattern Movements
 By Author.
Fig. 156: Gae-Beak Pattern Movements
 By Author.
Fig. 157: Choong-Jang Pattern Movements
 By Author.
Fig. 158: Sam-Il Pattern Movements
 By Author.
Fig. 159: Toi-Gye Density Diagram
 By Author.
Fig. 160: Hwa-Rang Density Diagram
 By Author.
Fig. 161: Choong-Moo Density Diagram
 By Author.
Fig. 162: Gae-Beak Density Diagram
 By Author.
Fig. 163: Choong-Jang Density Diagram
 By Author.
Fig. 164: Sam-Il Density Diagram
 By Author.
Fig. 165: Points of contact during Step Sparring
 By Author.
Fig. 166: Ratio of points of contact. Ground:Partner
 By Author.
Fig. 167: Example of how feet overlap during step sparring
 Photograph in General Choi, Taekwon-Do: Condensed Encyclopaedia (Canada: International Tae-
kwon-Do Federation, 1999), 601.
Fig. 168: Step sparring example
 Photograph in Mark Banicevich and Paul McPhail, in International Taekwon-Do Techniques Hand-
book: White Belt Syllabus (Auckland: International Taekwon-Do Foundation of New Zealand, 2018), 49.
Fig. 170: Fundamental Techniques
 By Author.
Fig. 171: Overlapping Fundamental Techniques, Stances, Hand Techniques, Kicks
 By Author.
Fig. 172: Overlapping Fundamental Techniques, Stances, Hand Techniques, Kicks
 By Author.
Fig. 173: Overlapping Fundamental Techniques, front
 By Author.
Fig. 174: Overlapping Fundamental Techniques, side
 By Author.
Fig. 175: Sketch of overlapping stances, front
 By Author.
Fig. 176: Sketch of overlapping hand techniques, front
 By Author.
Fig. 177: Sketch of overlapping kicks, front
 By Author.
Fig. 178: Sketch of overlapping stances, side
 By Author.
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Fig. 179: Sketch of overlapping hand techniques, side
 By Author.
Fig. 180: Sketch of overlapping kicks, side
 By Author.
Fig. 181: Sketch of all overlapping techniques, front
 By Author.
Fig. 182: Sketch of all overlapping techniques, side
 By Author.
Fig. 183: Sketches of shapes formed from overlapped techniques
 By Author.
Fig. 184: Sketches of individual hand techniques
 By Author.
Fig. 185: Sketches of individual kicks
 By Author.
Fig. 186: Sketches of individual stances
 By Author.
Fig. 187: Overlapped movements of Toi-Gye
 By Author.
Fig. 188: Overlapped movements of Hwa-Rang
 By Author.
Fig. 189: Overlapped movements of Choong-Moo
 By Author.
Fig. 190: Overlapped movements of Gae-Beak
 By Author.
Fig. 191: Overlapped movements of Choong-Jang
 By Author.
Fig. 192: Overlapped movements of Sam-Il
 By Author.
Fig. 193: Tracked movements of Toi-Gye
 By Author.
Fig. 194: Tracked movements of Hwa-Rang
 By Author.
Fig. 195: Tracked movements of Choong-Moo
 By Author.
Fig. 196: Tracked movements of Gae-Beak
 By Author.
Fig. 197: Tracked movements of Choong-Jang
 By Author.
Fig. 198: Tracked movements of Sam-Il
 By Author.
Fig. 199: Initial sketches of potential flowing design
 By Author.
Fig. 200: Paper models of initial design ideas
 By Author.
Fig. 201: Sketches of potential ring layouts in Arena
 By Author.
Fig. 202: Sketches of flowing nature of circulation
 By Author.
Fig. 203: Potential plans
 By Author.
Fig. 204: Potential design ideas
 By Author.
Fig. 205: Sketches of possible entries
 By Author.
Fig. 206: Elevation and Section of flowing design
 By Author.
Fig. 207: Potential layout of spaces
 By Author.
Fig. 208: Arena plan
 By Author.
Fig. 209: Training space plan
 By Author.
Fig. 210: Clay model to represent form
 By Author.
Fig. 211: Model showing circulation space wrapping around building form
 By Author.
Fig. 212: Additional sketches of potential layouts of design
 By Author.
Fig. 213: Variation of concept design layout
 By Author.
Fig. 214: Tracked movements of Hwa-Rang used to determine forms
 By Author.
Fig. 215: Foot movements used as the site boundary
 By Author.
Fig. 216: Hand and head movements used to determine the Arena and Training space plans
 By Author.
Fig. 217: Less chaotic tracing of hand and head movements used to determine the elevation of the Arena 
and Training spaces
 By Author.
Fig. 218: Sketches of potential plans for the Arena and Training spaces
 By Author.
Fig. 219: Arena floor plan
 By Author.
Fig. 220: Training space floor plan
 By Author.
Fig. 221: Ground floor plan
 By Author.
Fig. 222: First floor plan
 By Author.
Fig. 223: Three-Dimensional Perspectives, North Elevation
 By Author.
Fig. 224: Three-Dimensional Sectional Perspective, South Elevation
 By Author.
Fig. 225: Additional concept sketches and materials sketches
 By Author.
Fig. 226: Concept floor plans
 By Author.
Fig. 227: Hand movements used to determine the shape of the three zones
 By Author.
Fig. 228: Tracked hand movements as elevation, pattern diagram as plan
 By Author.
Fig. 229: Exploded axonometric of the three zones
 By Author.
Fig. 230: Three-Dimensional Perspectives showing materiality
 By Author.
Fig. 231: Use of simplified figures as support structures
 By Author.
Fig. 232: Three-Dimensional Sectional Perspectives of Arena
 By Author.  
Fig. 233: Exploded axonometric of zone three
 By Author.
Fig. 234: Hatching of tracked movement shapes
 By Author.
Fig. 235: Hatching of pattern diagram
 By Author.
Fig. 236: Variation sketches of Concept Three plans
 By Author.
Fig. 237: Variation models of Concept Three’s shape
 By Author.
Fig. 238: Model of tracked Hwa-Rang hand movements in three-dimensional form
 By Author.
Fig. 239: Traced sketches of hand movements, elevation
 By Author.
Fig. 240: Concept model 4.1
 By Author.
Fig. 241: Concept model 4.2
 By Author.
Fig. 242: Concept model 4.3
 By Author.
Fig. 243: Concept model 4.4
 By Author.
Fig. 244: Concept model 4.5
 By Author.
Fig. 245: Chosen tracing to use as elevations
 By Author.
Fig. 246: Elevation of one end showing the shapes of the walls
 By Author.
Fig. 247: Mirrored elevation showing the shapes of the walls
 By Author.
Fig. 248: Concept model 4.6 - Abstracted
 By Author.
Fig. 249: Concept model 4.7 - Abstracted
 By Author.
Fig. 250: Concept model 4.8 – Taking shape
 By Author.
Fig. 251: The beginnings of a form
 By Author.
Fig. 252: Use of the pattern diagram as the circulation plan
 By Author.
Fig. 253: Plans using the pattern diagram as circulation
 By Author.
Fig. 254: Additional sketches of plan variations
 By Author.
Fig. 255: Additional sketches showing building form and tracings of hand movements as a plan
 By Author.
Fig. 256: Using the tracing of the hand movements to develop form of elevations
 By Author.
Fig. 257: Continuing using the pattern diagram as the circulation path
 By Author.
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7.0 APPENDIX

7.1 FINAL PRESENTATION
118
Site Plan
Plan Key:
1: Entry
2: Breaking/Kids Training Space
3: Training Space
4: Arena
5: Cafe
6: First Aid/Physio Rooms
7: Pools
8: Training Mezzanine
9: Standing Space/Seating
10: Additional Seating
11: Store Room
12: Plant Room
13: Gym
14: Multi Purpose Space
15: Offices
16: Conference Rooms
17: Umpire Rooms
18: VIP Room
19: Restaurant
Ground Floor Plan
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1
2 3
4
5
6
7
BB
C
C
A
A
D
D
First Floor Plan
8
9
10
11
12
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Second Floor Plan
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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South - West  Elevation
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North - East  Elevation
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North - West  Elevation
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South - East  Elevation
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Section A-A
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Section B-B
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Section C-C
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Section D-D
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Exterior Perspective of Entry
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Arena Interior Perspective
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Arena Interior
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Ramp Circulation
133
Ramp Interior
134
Pool Interior
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7.2 FINAL PRESENTATION PHOTOS
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